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UCF club joins medical marijuana debate

,

•

·Millions ofAmericans occasional users

TODD McFLIKER
STAFF WRITER

Last month, UCF's Pi Sigma Alpha, a
national political science honor society,
hosted speakers to discuss both sides of the
debate over the legalization of marijuana for
medical purposes in the state.
"As a political science honor society, we
want to b1ing information on current political topics to the students at UCF," said Pi
Sigma Alpha President Rod Skinner. "If the
Coalition Advocating Medical Marijuana
succeeds in getting medical marijuana on
the year 2000 ballot, these same UCF students will be asked to vote on this issue. We

•

just want our voters to be properly
informed."
Marijuana has been declared an illegal
drug in the United States since 1914. Today,
however, there are over 40 mi1lion
Americans who are occasional users. Some
of these violators are easing suffering from
cancer, AIQS, multiple sclerosis, epilepsy
and even athlete's foot. Users say that marijuana has tremendous medical value .
Janet Hawkins, a speaker from the
Libertarian Party, said, "Our goal is merely
to protect the teris of thousands of medical
marijuana users."

Scientists are currently studying whether
marijuana's THC or related chemicals
called 'cannabinoids' may have medical
uses. Some claim that marijuana's chemicals could be beneficial for treating severe
pain.
Experts from around the globe claim that
marijuana's potential for therapeutic purposes is in five areas; analgesia, glaucoma,
neurological disorders, appetite stimulation
in patients suffering from diseases or ailments, and for the nausea associated with
the chemotherapy given for cancer.
Marijuana as therapy may also be con-

to give back t-0 stUdentS ,
TAYLOR SIKES
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When Michele Badie, 23, finished
her undergraduate studies at UCF in
August 1998, she decided she.wanted
to stay and give something back, so
she became a program assistant for the
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African-American Studies Program.
Badie said. her time at UCF waS
special qecause te;:ichers invested time
in her and were always available to
help her with
any problems
she had. Some
of these teachThe faculty
.include
ers

McKinney,
King~

and the faculty ·

she

STAFF WRITER

African-American
Studies ProgJ:tUJ). because she likes seeing stu®nts get excited about their
studies. She also said she agrees
strongly with the, idea.c; .of the prograrn 's chair, .Dr. GladstOµe Yearwo6d.
"I believe in Dr. Yearwood's mis"
siont Badie said. •'He wants to m:ike

. students, more
aware of the
pr~ralih,It Js

and staff at nite to be, ~
t>.att ()~, it ~q
UCF really supported make some,
me,, even though I am • changes.tican :
break down ·
an Orlando native.
barriers c•c tlia~F

encoun-

-Michele Badie

tered jp. her
public admin-

won t ·bethett;
1

in: the .future/" ·

· ·Badie said

istration. major.
''They have always been willing
to stop and ex.pres$ concetn for met
she said. "l have never felt that someone didn'fwantto talk to me. The fae.,.
· ulty and staff atUCF really supported,
me. Even. though 1 am.
Orlando
native, l still needed snpRQrt."
College is a decision-making and
life-changing time, Badie sakl . ,,
"I think the college pet:iod is the
time to finq out wh<> you are,1' stte·said.
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2-year-old

''

Mary
Kathy

HYou have to fin9 oot who you are.
You have.to f1ndoutWhatyouateliv"'
ing Y9llr life for."
,
Badie said she enjoys wor1<:i.ng in.
the

sidered for treating nocturnal spasms for
people suffering from multiple sclerosis and
spinal cord injuries, some forms of dystonia,
and for treating people with neuropathic
pain.
"Some Amer~cans view medical marijuana as total legalization," said Nick Rufca,
a forensic scientist. "But that's a different
issue. Medical marijuana ~s one of the safest
ways to relieve patients from suffering."
Marijuana comes from the hemp plant
and contains more than 400 chemicals,
some of which are harmful to one's health.
It is not exactly clear how the drug's THC
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For months, the UCF clubs and organizations
that needed funding have been told that the Senate
is out of money. They were also told that when the
addendum budget was approved, money would
become available for them. The addendum budget
has been signed by state officials and passed by the
Senate, but some clubs and organizations still have
not received any money, and they want to know
why.
"We came to an Organizations, Appropriations
and Finance (OAF) meeting about 4 weeks ago,"
said Teresa Roberts, an officer of the Potters Guild.
"We had a proposal for $1,500 to bring in an artist
here for 3 full days of workshop, lecture and trade
information. We told them we had the $1,500 to
bring her here, but if we use that money, the organization would not have enough money for supplies.
"The OAF stated the bill looked fantastic. The
problem was that they had no money, but they were
going to receive an addendµm budget and we would
be first in line [for money]. It was stated that all the
government had was money for supplies up to $150.
"We made a· request for the office supplies. The
authorization for the supplies was given 3 weeks
ago, but somehow Student Government knows
nothing about it now."
The Potters Guild is not alone in waiting for
funding. More than 10 clubs and organizations are

1
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Student arrested after running from police

•

..

TAYLOR SIKES
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

David Chancey King, a 20-year-old
UCF student, was arrested and charged
with obstructing justice and possession of
marijuana after running from officer Joseph
Ingerham.
Ingerham saw King and a friend standing in front of Seminole Hall with a plastic
cup in his hand. According to police
reports, King tried to hide the cup by his
side so the officer couldn't see it. As
Ingerham approached King, he ran inside
the building and up the stairs. Ingerham
ordered him to stop and then followed him
to the second floor.
There, King was arrested because he ran
from police and discarded the cup
lngerham wanted to check. Police found a
bag of marijuana in his right left pocket
after searching him. The bag tested positive
and King was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana under 20 grams.

IN OTHER POLICE REPORTS:
•Police arrested Erick J. Peyton on Jan.

30 and charged him with driving under the was nervous and that they were not fair. He
influence and qriving with a suspended also said he had been sick earlier in the
license. According to police reports, Cpl. week and had taken medication earlier in
Hugh Carpenter witnessed Peyton pulling the day.
into a UCF parking lot and when parking,
Peyton's breath tests showed a .000
pulled in too far forward and collided with alcohol level. He subsequently submitted
a concrete ground parking space barrier.
urine samples for further testing.
Carpenter arrived on the scene and
•On Feb. 15, officer Allan Darcey was
when he approached Peyton, smelled alco- dispatched to the on-campus residence of
hol on him. He then
Yonatan Mintz conchecked his license
cerning obscene and
which came back as
harassing
phone
suspended for failing
calls. According to
to pay fines.
police
reports,
Officer Jeannette Emert, also on patrol Mintz returned home from a concert around
with Carpenter, conducted a field sobriety 1 a.m. and four messages, amounting to
test on Peyton and placed Peyton under about 20 minutes, had been left on his
arrest for D.U.I. after he failed it.
answering machine. The messages conA search of Peyton's car turned up a 1.5 tained derogatory and ethnic slurs toward
him, his ethnicity and his girlfriend.
liter bottle of vodka.
The victim was unable to give any leads
During Peyton's transport to the D .U.I.
center, he stated that he had not been drink- toward who might have made the calls.
ing and that he smelled like a brewery Police said the voice sounded like a white
because he had recently been at .a bowling male, approximately. 21-25 years old, with
alley. While at the alley he said a girl threw · a "New York-type accent" talking through a
up on him and he carried her to the bath- cellular phone. Mintz is willing to press
room. He said he failed the tests because he charges.
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The State Farm Insurance Companies have a Summer Internship Program. This program is aimed at:

1

Pro~iding ~ollege students, completmg therr JUNIOR year, opportunity to work and gain business
exposure in the insurance industry.

2

Giving meaningful summer
employment to student interns
plus an opportunity to save
money for fall schooling.

3

Building a "two-way street" for
State Farm management and the
intern to examine mutual interest in
future career employment with State

SELECTION OF INTERNS:
Candidates completing their junior year will be selected for the intern program in cq_operation with various-college placement directors
and faculty members. Interviews will be held on campus. Or, candidates may apply directly to State Farm's Human Resources Office.
Selection will be based on credentials and interests of the appiicants.

•

LOCATION AND LENGTH OF PROGRAM:
Interns ·wm work in State Farm's various claims offices locaied throughout Florida, beginning early June and concltiding mid-August
or.later depending on availability.

•

PROGRAM CONTENT:
The interns will receive an orientation to State Farm and the insurance industry. On the job they will become familiar with their department's role within the company.

•

COMPENSATION:

•

The interns will receive approximately $13.92 per hour. This figure will increase with increases in the consumer.price index.

)

If you are completing your junior year and are interested, please contact your Placement Office or:

Yvette Griffin, Program Coordinator
870 N. Chickasaw Trail, Orlando, FL 32825
(407)275-4506
yvetteqriffin.afc6@statefarm.com
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Commissions to study the status of UCF women, minorities
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

Members of UCF's President's
Commission on Status of Women and the
President's Commission on the Status of
Racial and Ethnic Minorities are asking
for input from students, faculty and staff
to be part of its two-year study.
The commissions were established
by President John Hitt last year and are
comprised of members of the faculty and
staff as well as students. The commission
on racial and ethnic minorities has 18
members; the commission ·on women has
16.

Debbie Reinhart, associate dean of
the College of Engineering, is leading the
women's status commission. Reinhart
said three graduate students will collect
data until June on various issues at UCF,
from the average SAT scores of undergraduate applicants to the distribution of
UCF employees by gender and race. The
commissions' recommendations are due
to President Hitt by April 2000.
The commissions will use data collected from surveys and forums with students and faculty. The forums will be like
focus groups, offering participants an
opportunity to share their opinions about
issues on campus. Data will also be collected from visits and phone calls to
other institutions.
Rebekah McCloud of UCF's
Minority Programs in Education, is a
member of the commission on race.
McCloud said some of the areas the com-

mission will focus on are recruitment and Sciences, said he is personally interested
retention, faculty representation, salary in the race commission's findings on the
equality and the minority presence on retention and recruitment of minority
campus.
students and facuhy. As head of the comMcCloud said she hopes the com- mission, Fernandez said he is also intermission will further diversify UCF. "My ested in studying the opportunities for
personal objective is to help make UCF a advancement for minority staff members.
model campus that is truly inclusive and
"I believe that the commission is
diverse."
going to make very positive recommenDr. Maria Blanes, of the Exceptional da_tions that will be good for all,"
and Physical Education Program, is also Fernandez said.
on the race commission. Blanes said the
As one of two student members on
commission's
the
women's
ultimate goal is to
commission,
provide recomCarmen Shrum
mendations that,
said she would
I would like to see a
if implemented,
like to see the
campus-wide awareness _ commission's
will ensure equal
participation,
work improve
of the·difference
appropriate supservices
and
between men and
port and recogniforms of safety
tion of contribuand sensitivity
wom-en/ especially in the
for women at
tions of minority
learning environment.
faculty, students
UCF.
-Commission member Harmony Gillett
"This commitand staff.
"As a minoritee's issues and
ty faculty, I am
concerns cover
concerned about the dramatically low a wide range of subjects," Shrum said.
representation of women and minorities "Sexual harassment is one. We're lookamong our faculty," Blanes said. "A cam- ing for an umbrella policy that will cover
pus that is becoming so diverse in the everyone on campus from faculty to stustudent population needs role models to dents to staff."
represent and mentor them. I hope that
Shrum said the commission will also
our work will enhance the richness and be working to discover the perceptions of
value of human diversity at this universi- gender and expectations by enhancing
ty."
UCF's awareness of gender issues and
Dr. Jose Fernandez, interim associ- the inclusiveness through education, outate dean of the College of Arts and reach and training.

''

Harmony Gillett, the other student
member on the women's commission,
said her focus of being on the commission is to increase the a~areness and
improve gender issues in the classroom
and throughout the campus.
"Gender issues are often overlooked
or not recognized by most people," she
said. "I would like to see a campus-wide
awareness of the difference between men
and women, especially in the learning
environment."
Dr. Richard Tucker, also of the
women's commission, said that despite
the diversity present at the university,
concerns have been raised about barriers
against full opportunities at UCF. "If
inequities are found," Tucker said, "it is
the purpose of the commission to provide
constructive recommendations to address
those concerns."
Reinhart said the commissions are
seeking input from all who are associated
with UCF. "We're a very small group of
people," she said, "so we need other
ideas and help with these issues.
"From a faculty standpoint, this is an
opportunity to learn more about ourselves."
The commission on the status of
women will hold a focus group from
noon-1:30 p.m. on March 22 in the
Faculty Center for Teaching and
Learning in the Health and PhysicS
Building. For more information, contact
at
Debbie
Reinhart
reinhart@pegasus.cc.ucfedu
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Doctoral student to present
paper at Scotland convention
MARIA CHANDLER
STAFF WRITER

A UCF graduate student will be present her paper at the 16th International
Conference on Technology
and
Education held in Scotland at the
University of Edinburgh.
Maria Lorna A. Kunnath, doctoral
candidate in instructional technology in
the college of education, will present her
paper, titled "Computer Users and the
Need for Multimedia Interface Design.''
The conference runs March 29
through 31. Kunnath will be joined by
other technology-using educators from
around the world.
"It took me several independent studies to come up with this idea," Kunnath
said. "I spent three semesters reading literature on multimedia-based learning
environments."
In the paper, Kunnath includes the
types of computer users throughout the
world and how the interface of multimedia learning environments need to be
optimally designed so that the way a
user's brain processes information is not
overlooked.
Kunnath goes on to state that within
an optimally designed multimedia interface the question would be raised: how
would such an interface alter a user's
performance?
The interface will have several
attributes that the user will be tested on

while using it. The attributes include the
interface's learnability, flexibility, usefulness, intuitiveness and likability.
Kunnath defines users as concrete
learners (those basing judgment on experience), as opposed
to those who are
abstract
learners
(more logical people
who use a rational
approach when problem solving), and
expert to novices,
and field independents (individuals
relying on internal
motivations),
and
field dependents, (those who rely on
externals environments).
By using a survey instrument, she
was able to classify learning styles
inventory for concrete and abstract adult
learners. She classified adults as novices
or experts by the Windows Computer
Experience Questionnaire. She said leaners are defined by how they react to
problem-solving situations, such as in a
computer-learning environments.
Kunnath said she is honored to have
been recognized for her work. "I feel
honored having my paper accepted and I
wish to share the honor with the
University of Central Florida, whose
library facilities have made it possible
for me to delve through this topic endlessly.''

Better late.than never
VICKI DESORMIER
STAFF WRITER

Sally Herndon said she has always
been late. The 43-year-old mother of five
said she isn't an older student, she's just
getting a late start.
"I always meant to finish school,"
she said. "I just got distracted and I never
quite got here. Now that I'm here, I think
I can finish in a reasonable amount of
time. I was just a
little later than
most people in
getting here."
Herndon said she got married right
out of high school and began a family
shortly after that. She figured she'd put
off her college degree until the children
were in school. Then she put it off until
they were out of elementary school. Then
middle school. Now, except for two, they
are all out of high school.
"I guess I'm out of excuses," she
said. Herndon, her husband, Jack, and
their two youngest children moved to
central Florida about a year ago from
Massachusetts. She said she decided
since there were so many changes going
on in their lives, she should make one
more.
"No more domestic engineer for
me," she said. "I was going to be a college student now that we were here in
Florida."
She said her oldest son teases her
that she decided to go to college because
she is "trying to recapture [her] youth,"
but she said that has nothing to do with it.

"I think older people make better
students," she said. "There are quite a
few of us older students here at UCF, and
I think almost all of us are a lot more
serious about our studies than those kids
who are out here on 'mom and dad's
credit card'."
Herndon said she sees a lot of the
younger students skipping classes or
ignoring assignments; things she would
never consider doing because she knows
she will never get

0111JJER AND WII§lEIR ~:~~~:~ ;:ean:;mi~:
though
that she
probably would have been just like her
younger classmates at their age.
She said she has never pressur€d her
children to enroll in college, but the three
who have finished high school have
begun their post-secondary education.
Two ~e enrolled in junior colleges in
Massachusetts and the other goes to a
four-year school in Vermont.
"They take school seriously
enough," she said. "But.I'm the best student out of all of us."
Herndon said she has chosen to
major in business because there are more
opportunities with such a degree.
"I can go to work for a big company
or start a business of my own. With a
degree in business, I think I can write my
own ticket."
She said she believes it will take her
about five years to finish her degree
because she is "not quite full time," but
she is not in a hurry. After all, she said,
she's always been late for everything.
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Studies have shown marijuana's effects can relieve cancer pain
FROM PAGE 1

effects are produced in the body, but
radioactive tracing has proved that THC
binds to the receptors in the brain that recognize it.
Although usually smoked in a cigarette,
pipe, or water pipe (bong), marijuana can
also be eaten.
Once taken, THC is then quickly
absorbed into the bloodstream and is rapidly distributed throughout the body. In a matter of weeks, the liver converts THC into
waist products that are eliminated through
urine and feces. THC manufactured into a
pill can be used for treating the nausea and
vom1tmg caused by chemotherapy.
However, no scientific evidence has been
produced that definitively proves the efficiency of marijuana in these areas.
There is currently an amendment in
Florida to legalize medical marijuana with
zero risk of criminal prosecution.
"Legalizing marijuana for medical purposes sends the wrong mes.sage to our children and teens," said a representative for
the Drug Free America Foundation. "It tells
them that smoking grass is OK because it's
medicine. Florida's future leaders deserve
better. They deserve one clear message: No
legal marijuana. Not now. Not ever."
An admitted user said, "As an individual
with chronic pain due to post-Polio
Syndrome, I am well aware of the benefits
offered by marijuana for pain. As a father, I
deny myself that benefit because I would
never want my son to become confused
about what illegal drugs are OK and what
illegal drugs are killers."
"Medical marijuana. not only dulls the
physical pain, but also the mental stress of

illnesses," said one UCF student. "It's no
surprise that there is a strong relationship
between smoking and an individual's
increased amount of eating. A strong majority of users tend to experience the
'munchies', while they enjoy eating more
food, more often. The 'wacky tabacky' is
reported to enhance the sensory appeal of
foods. Body weight goes up, and stays up, it
is possibly due to marijuana's fluid retention."
Marijuana seems to enhance the appetite
in the evening. This is a benefit to both
AIDS and cancer patients who report having their appetite only in the mornings.
Increased appetite and gaining weight are
psychologically helpful to patients.
"When I was 24 years old, a doctor told
me that if I didn't start smoking pot, I would
go blind, and I didn't believe him. Once a
doctor instructed me to bake marijuana
brownies and now it's the only medicine
that has ever worked for me," said Elvy
Musikka, one of only eight patients who
receives medical marijuana from the government.
"The othe~ millions who are using it are
called criminals. People are desperate for
medical marijuana."
Some UCF students have also found
support for the idea.
"I talked about all of marijuana's uses in
my persuasive speech class," said biology
major Lisa Repa. "Every student was interested and gave positive feedback to 'medical mary jane."
Many Americans feel that it is unjust and
unfair to make criminals out of millions of
nonviolent medical marijuana users. The
FDA Guideline for the Clinical Evaluation
of Analgesic Drugs, printed in 1992, notes

that "evidence is still inadequate to establish
that any experimental pain model will consistently and accurately predict the clinical
efficacy of new analgesics [and] they cannot
substitute controlled trials in patients with
pathological pain."
However, one cancer patient said, "I
never believed the way I do about marijuana until I began taking it [for pain relief] for
my brainstem tumor. It has been like a
magic pill for me. I can be in agony with
dizziness and nausea one minute, then 20
minutes later I will be raiding the refrigerator and smiling instead of crying."
Epilepsy sufferers may also experience
positive effects from smoking marijuana.
Due to the distribution of cannabinoid
receptor-bearing neurons, epilepsy treatment corresponds with marijuana's clinical
effects.
Both smoked marijuana and oral THC
have also been tested in the treatment of
Parkinson's Disease and Huntington's .
chorea. Neither produced positive results.
"If there's something out there to relieve
the pain and stress for the ill, why deprive
them of it?" asked political science major,
Kathy Diaz.
What some people don't think of is the
negative side of marijuana's smoke. It
contains some of the same cancer-causing
compounds as tobacco, sometimes even in
higher concentrations. Studies have shown
that a person who smokes five joints a week
is equal to a 'pack a day' cigarette smoker.
Both marijuana smoke and tobacco
smoke work together to alter the tissue lining of the respiratory tract.
Smoking marijuana may also effect 'sexual characteristics and reproductive functions, delay the onset of puberty in some

children, and have an adverse affect on
sperm production in men. In women, smoking can disrupt the normal monthly menstrual cycle. The discharge of eggs from the
ovaries can also be altered.
An individual taking medical marijuana
may experience mental clouding, thinking
impairment, disconnected thoughts, disorientation, slurred speech and muscle impairment. Prolonged use leads to deficiencies of
the immune system. The patient may have
many of the same respiratory problems that
tobacco smokers have. They suffer from
daily phlegm, along with frequent chest
colds.
Marijuana smoke can lead to the dysfunction of both the lungs and the airways.
The smoke then continues to destroy a
smoker's lung tissue.
However, concerns regarding the longterm risks associated with smoking are less
important in conditions where short-term
marijuana use is being proposed for patients
wh.o are terminally ill.
"I find it bizarre that marijuana is not
used with more c.hemotherapy patients to
relieve the side effects," said Literature
Professor Louise Weiner. "People used
morphine to ease suffering before laws went
into effect."
''Treatment decisions should.be made in
doctors' offices, not government offices,"
Janet Hawkins said. "How can the government have any credibility? The government
tells you what to. do, and the government
takes your money. As a nurse, I feel that any
drug-use problem should be in a doctor's
office. The government should stay out. It's
cruel for them to do what they are doing. It's
time for people to stand up and say 'The
government is wrong'."
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while it was said that the government had no money, the contact person
given to me was the student body
president," she said. "I wrote him a
letter explaining our situation and
left messages for him to call me
back. There have been no responses
back. I understand busy schedules,
but the addendum budget does not
directly affect students and there is
no explanation of why those requests
were made to .begin with."
Murphy said that his office was
making regular contact with
Tallahassee about the budget.
This occurrence is nothing new
between clubs on campus and
Student Government according to
Teresa Roberts.
"Two years ago, the [Potter's]
Guild had over a year long battle
with the government to receive
money," she said. "The reason then
was if we received $10,000, then
everyone else was going to ask for
$10,000. If they had looked at the
percentages of money given to the
arts as opposed to business and engineering, then they wo_µld have realized that less than 1 percent of
money over the last 10 years has
gone to funding for any of the arts
programs here on campus.
"It's very frustrating when we as
a student organization come to the
Student Government very prepared
and have it all laid out for them and
run into a brick wall every time."

memo that the funds be used the way
it was allocated, so there is no funds
for them," he said.
A memo sent with the budget
only supported the completion of
projects listed on the budget.
Does that mean that some funds
can be used for clubs and organizations?
OAF Chair David Siegel said that
the position of clubs and organizations has not changed.
''There is no money in any of the
Senate accounts," he said. "We can
look at flexibility out of the .original
budget, but the state's position is that
the money for the addendum budget
is to be spent the way it was allocated. The next guaranteed funding for
clubs and organizations is July 1 on
the annual budget."
Mary Lynn Cossier, advisor for
Phi Beta Lambda, said July 1 is too
far off for the clubs and organizations that need the money for scheduled events before then.
''If you do not think abo~t the fact
that other clubs and organizations
would need the money later and give
all of the money away in the beginning, then some clubs will not get
funded later," she said
Cossier said communication and
feedback of the budget's position of
when, and even if, clubs will receive
money is the key element that is
mJSsmg.
"Our request was received in late
January by Student Government and

waiting for more than $15,000 in
funding, which Roberts said has
nothing to do with the bills.
"For some reason, Student
Government, notoriously over the
past 3 years, has never got the handle
of how to put together a correct budget," she said. "This year they spent
money assuming that they would get
an addendum budget, but you
wouldn't just assume something like
that and then spend money in the
real world."
Some clubs, such as the PreProfessional Medical Society, have
had to pay their own way instead of
receiving help due to the lack of
funds .
"In November, we submitted a
request for funds for a CPR
Certification class to be offered,"
Gordon Olde, Jr. said. "The bill was
approved, but there was a wait for
the addendum budget. The club
ended up paying for the class
because every time I've checked on
the funds , the response was 'We're
working on it'.
"I don '.t expect to get the money
back because it's not a big surprise
the budget's not there."
According to Student Body
President Jason Murphy, the funds
not being allowed to go to clubs was
a decision made by officials in
Tallahassee.
"The state made a mandate by
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Panhellenic and IFC to vote
on Homecoming changes
KELLY BRYANT
STAFF WRITER

Panhellenic and the Interfraternity Council (IFC) are
currently voting on proposals to change the Homecoming
traditions within UCF's Greek community.
In past spring semesters, it has been customary for fraternities to serenade the
sorority that
they would
most like to be paired with for the following term's
Homecoming events. While this tradition has become a
highly anticipated one in Greek Park, it has also evoked
some competitiveness among organizations. A committee
has formed that would like to eliminate these conflicts by
changing the way fraternities and sororities pair off.
The proposed solution is to have each organization rank
their choices for Homecoming partners on a scantron sheet
and have the teams electronically paired. This system has
proven successful at other universities and will be voted on
at upcoming Panhellenic and IFC meetings.

IN OTHER NEWS FROM GREEK ROW:
•The Greek Leadership Conference is accepting applications for chair positions to help plan their fall conference.
Volunteers are needed to coordinate speakers and events.
•GAMMA (Greeks Advocating the Mature
Management of Alcohol) will be holding a Safe Sex
Workshop to educate chapters on the facts and myths
behind contraceptives and intercourse. The group is also
looking for an Eating Disorders chair to assist them with
investigating and teaching others about the dangers of this
subject.
•Greek Week teams helped to beautify Orlando on Feb.
28 when they worked together to clean up areas surrounding Orange Blossom Trail. Teams were credited with spirit
and service points for contributing to the clean up, and
managed to fill two dumpsters with litter.
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How I survived a
year in a 'rat bole'
JAMES COMBS
STAFF WRITER

I have always been a person who makes
very quick decisions in life without exploring
other options. It didn't take me long to choose
my first vehicle-I picked the first one that
looked cool. I chose to major in journalism
because I_got an article printed in my community college newspaper. After seeing my byline,
there was no way I would major in political science or business. Why am I attending UCF?
That's simple. UCF was the first college that
accepted me into its journalism school.
Fortunately, I am very pleased with my
vehicle, my major and the university I attend.
However, not all of my quick decisions have
turned out so rosy.
In the summer of 1997, I received a
brochure from Collegiate
Village Inn. The content
of that brochure instantly
caught my eye. '.fhere was
a picture of a chef serving a delicious-looking
meal. The brochure further explained that I
could get an unlimited meal plan that included
hot dogs, cheeseburgers and ice cream in every
meal. This sounded like it could rival any fastfood restaurant. Not only do I love to eat, but
also I wouldn't have to cook.
The brochure also showed a beautiful
woman in a bathing suit sitting next to a huge
pool. OK, I was sold at that point. Who cares
what other residential places have to offer? This
was the place for me. Or was it?
Before moving in, I filled out a roommate
questionnaire that was supposed to match me
with a person who shared some of the same
interests. After a week of living there, I realized
that my roommate and I had about as much in
common as Howard Stern and Richard
Simmons. He liked rap music, but I prefer classic rock and country. I stay up late to study,
while he usually goes to bed no later than 11
p.m. Another confrontation arose because he
didn't smoke. I couldn't believe they paired me
with someone who didn't smoke because they
specifically asked us that on the questionnaire.
He absolutely loathed cigarette smoke, so I had
no choice but to smoke outside.
The biggest problem, however, was that neither of us had enough space to ourselves. Not
that this problem isn't common to other residents or people who live in dorms, but two 21
year olds living in a miniature-sized hotel room
need some space to breathe every once in a

while.
Last spring, I had a Spanish class that began
at 7 a.m. and ended at 8:30 a.m. J would immediately return to catch up on sleep before my
next class. My roommate's first class began at
10 a.m., and he was very loud as he got ready
for school. It used to drive me nuts being awakened by his alarm, hairdryer, and electric shaver.
It didn't seem fair because I had to get up so
early. All I wanted was a little nap before my
next class.
Of course, how could I possibly compl'!in
to him? All he was doing was getting ready for
school. I'm sure he didn't enjoy hearing my
alarm go off at 6 a.m. and listening to me as I
went through the motions of getting ready for
school.
It really didn't take long for me to realize
that a dorm-like atmosphere wasn't the thing for
me. After 21 years of having my own bedroom to
fall back on when I needed
some peace and quiet or
rest and relaxation, sharing a pint-sized room
with someone who was totally different than me
just didn't cut it.
To add insult to injury, the food, which
looked so tasty in the brochure, often wanted to
make me puke. Pardon me if I can't get too
excited about eating ham with pineapple on top
of it.
This year I'm much happier. I am living in
an apartment and cannot begin to describe how
much better the living conditions are here.
No longer do I have to make an occasional
trip to the library to study in peace, I can do that
in my bedroom. No longer do I have to wait for
my roommate to get out of the bathroom. I have
my own bathroom. No longer do I have to
endure my feet hanging over the end of the bed.
I have my own bed. No longer do I have to wait
for my roommate to get off the Internet before I
can use it. I have my own telephone line. No
longer do I have to endure eating food that I
don't like. I buy and cook my own food.
Moreover, we have four bedrooms, a
kitchen, a living room and three bathrooms.
Quite a difference from the rat hole I lived in
last year. And let's not forget that we have a
full-sized refrigerator. You could barely fit anything into my old refrigerator.
I would recommend that all college students
living away from home to experience what living in an apartment or townhouse is like.
-Believe me folks, it's much better than living in a dorm-like atmosphere.
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Grads create millennia-insp·ired theatre
CORBETT TRUBEY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

I

have an idea that
opened
my
moµth turning
me into an instrument creating from
flesh a warning
bell..."
Jason
Moyer, 22, and Jennifer McCrae, 26 chant
in unison this opening line, a prelude to the
poetic and thought-provoking monologues
that make up 7th Chakra. This exercise in
socially conscious transcendental lyricism
is the first product of The Cerulean Group,
a brand spanking new theatre group made
up of UCF graduates.
Last weekend 7th Chakra was
exposed ·at Performance Space Orlando,
quite possibly the smallest space around.
Beautifully written and preached by
Moyer and McCrae, the show is a slam. styled wake-up call to the coming 21st
century. Drugs, self-image, greed,
Buddhism, countless controversial themes,
and even a little S&M are thrown into the
mix without any beating around the bush
(no pun intended).
The delivery is fueled by intense passion
and anger that carries the show from one

Dear_Dr. Daphne,
Spring Break is approaching and I
haven't made any plans yet. Any suggestions?
-In Need of Direction

Dear Lost,

personal experiences that inspire the elaborate vocabulary of 7th Chakra.
"Our goal is just to p~oduce interesting
and original theatre,'' says Julia Granacki,
23, member of The Cerulean Group and
director of 7th Chakra.
Founded a year ago, The Cerulean
Group consists of McCrae, Moyer, and
Granacki, along with Abagail Paul, 22,
Melissa Perry, 23, and Laura Oliver, 23.
. All theatre majors at UCF, they went
through numerous meeting and brainstorming sessions to put everything
together, including researching Orlando's
blossoming theatre scene and creating
their name, something-Granacki will only
say comes from "an affinity for the color
blue. We decided blue was a happy color."
7th Chakra marks their first production
and seryes as a fundraiser for their
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
coming
season. After working ~t the
The Cerulean Group consists of (from left): Julia Granacki, Jennifer McCrae, Jason Moyer,
Fringe
Festival,
they'll begin putting
Abagail Paul, Laura Oliver, and Melissa Perry (not pictured).
together their next show Kalaste, a celeemotional peak to another. Both perform.- 7th Chakra is much more than just pure bration of fashion, theatre, and music.
Kalaste, a greek word that means "for the
ers spewed lines out at a hundred miles a entertainment.
"I was a Pentecostal and Jason was pretty one," is an original text incorporatminute, cramming society's' biggest
annoyances into short sweet statements Catholic,". confesses McCrae after a show ing the Greek element of tragedy.
Props to a new voice in the creative comyou could wrap up and put a bow on. when asked the source of their Eastern phiWhat results as a whole is something that losophy. After studying many religions . munity. The Cerulean Group have only
bad a small but mesmerized audience leav- and doing a little soul searching, begun to attune the masses to their unique
ing the building inspired and enlightened. Buddhism really stuck out, as well as other and progressive vision.

ass out, I suggest you call hotels for
reservations since it is season in most of
Florida. If you're looking for something
a little more exotic, you'll have to wait
for summer to do it right. Take time to
either look through the paper for deals,
or call your travel agent. If you don't
have one, the school does. It's in the
Student Union, been there yet? Party on
dude and remember be safe during the
break.

It's kinda late to be making plans oh
procrastinating one. There is good
news. You can stay local and see
Central Florida attractions or drive to the
city of your destination without plans or
hotel reservations. If you stay in Florida Dear Dr. Daphne,
there are the world's best beaches:
I live with my older brother because
Clearwater, Ft. Myers, Key West,
· my parents thought it would be a good
Panama City, etc. If you head your lazy
idea. He's getting on my nerves. He

checks out all my girlfriends and gives
the third degree to all the guys I bring
home. How do I tell him to quit?
-Family" Tied

Dear Sis,
Siblings are funny things; usually
they are okay, but sometimes a pain in
the ass. I sympathize over your frustration. You need to COMMUNICATE
with your bro on this. Guys naturally
look at your friends. They do that, fact
oflife little girl. That, you'll just have
to deal with. About the guys, just how
many boys are you bringing home you
slut? You must discuss with your brother

that his
interroga·tion makes
you uncomfortable. He's just
being protective
because he cares
about you. You are
fortunate to have that. Think about all
the other students who have no one to
look out for them. And if doesn't work,
go to the boy toy of the week's place.

Got a problem? Nothing is too big or
small for Dr. Daphne!! Just ·e-mail her
at DrDaphne@hotmail.com
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Not as "cruel'' as intended
B. W.

EARL

STAFF WRITER

T
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he trailers for Cruel
In.tentions, the latest spin
on Choderlos de Laclos'
Les Liaisons Dangereuses, advertise a truly nasty, malignant ride
of manipulation and double crosses. Therein lies the
disappointment of
trailers. If done well
enough, at the service
of a mediocre film,
the let down is all the
more substantial.
This isn't to say
that Intentions is a film that showcases its few moments of mean
glory in its trailers. It would be no
better or worse if it was. Indeed,
in the first half of the film, the bitter and cynical exchanges
between stepsiblings Sebastian
Valmont (Ryan Phillippe, in a surprisingly spirited performance)
and Kathryn Merteuil (Sarah
Michelle Gellar, who heads back
to the soap operatic territory
where she nabbed a Daytime
Emmy) more than keep the film
afloat. It's when the characters,
particularly Sebastian, become
more warmhearted that the film
feels more of a sham.
The film op~ns with the betting man's challenge that is quick-

ly becoming a staple in teen films
(see She's All That for a similar
circumstance). The mission: for
Sebastian to bed the virginal (and
proud of it) headmaster's daughter (Reese Witherspoon). Should
he lose, Kathryn wins Sebastian's
vintage Jaguar. And should he
emerge victorious, Sebastian gets
the one girl "he
can't
have":
K£!thryn.
(And
they're
stepsiblings.
Mm-hm .
We're getting into a
weird area here ... )
A thoroughly
extraneous subplot involves
Kathryn attempting to reclaim her
ex from a new attendee, the
dense-as-a-London-fog Cecile
(Selma Blair). A couple of questions arise. Why the ex would
decide to take it upon himself to
go out with this character, who
exhibits zero likable traits, is
beyond me. Blair turns in one of
the new year's most annoying
performances, although this has
more to do with her irksome character than with her strategy in
tackling it. A second questionable
choice involves Cecile's hopeful
relationship with her bla_ck violin
teacher (Sean Patrick Thomas).
Each of the scenes that the teacher
is involved in is clumsy in

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Kathryn (Sarah Michelle Gellar) and Sebastian (Ryan Phillippe) take a break from a long hard day of being rich,
spoiled horny brats in the hormonal teen drama Cruel Intentions.
spurring the racial aspects of the
relationship, and the actors look
embarrassed in uttering the stilted
dialogue given to them by writer
Roger (National Lampoon's
Senior Trip) Kumble. It's doubly
shameful because Thomas is an
actor who can be quite effective
when given the right material
(Courage Under Fire).
The rest of the supporting cast

is buried in stereotypical characters. Swoosie Kurtz, who was in a
previous adaptation of de Laclos'
:Jangerous
work,
1988's
Liaisons, is trashed by her role as
a holier-than-thou psychiatrist.
Christine Baranski, twice an
Emmy winner for her work on
"Cybil," is likewise decimated by
her part, as Cecile's overly snobby mother. Witherspoon, despite

playing her part with a certain sincerity, is done in by the inconsistencies of her ill-drawn character.
Heck, the reason that
Intentions gets as high a rating as
it does is the wickedness of the
scenes including Phillippe and
Gellar, which make you say, "If
the rest of the scenes were like
this, this would be a pretty good
film."

ACROSS

1 Nebraska river
7 Puget Sound
whale
11 Valise
14 More chilling
15 Connection line
16 Right angle
17 Trapper
18 Rescue
19 Agile deer
20 For rent, in
London
21 Fathers
23 Rushing stadium
25 In of
26 Scale notes
29 German dadaist
32 Actress
MacDowell
35 Burnt wood
36 Clear-cutting

•

wood
38 Mob melee
40 Erie or Panama
41 Gentlewoman
42 Aircraft streaks
· 45 Puppy bite
46 Leg joint
47 Golfer Els
48 Posed
49 "Lohengrin" lady
51 Son of Isaac
53 Actress Suzanne
57 Main impact
61 Hang loosely
62 On the briny
63 More expansive
64 Have debts

•
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67
68

69
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9 Raise trivial

objections
10 Earhart and
Bloomer
11 Hamilton
populace
12 Soothing lotion
13 Valley
21 Flourish of
11th president
trumpets
Ultimatum
22 Streisand film
phrase
24 Put up
Part of mph
26 Newly hatched
Fencer's weapon
stage
Rara avis
27 Thai or Korean,

DOWN
1 Pain in the neck
2 Letterman's
competition
3 Inland sea of
Asia
4 Becomes weary
5 Grew molars
6 Slip up
7 Greek peak
8 Paper quantity

3/10/99

All rights reserved.

Check your
Crossword
on Page 14

e.g.
28 Merchant
30 Detection device
31 Entry-level
employee
33 Neighbor of
China
34 Neighbor of
Sudan
37 _Island, NY
39 Peals
43 Transform

44 Auk or murre
50 Fabler of yore
52 Exhorted
53 Drop heavily

54 Rob or
Edmund
55 Scope starter?

56 Decide not to
swing
58 Jamaican fruit
59 Leaf home
60 Deuce topper
63 Thumbs down in
a word
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Alittle starch with vour love.
MARK JAMES
STAFF WRITER

G

eographically speaking, Jackson,
Mississippi is a long way from
Central Florida. Culturally speaking
they could be in the same neighborhood, and
the advice served up in The Sweet Potato
Queen's Book of Love(Three Rivers Press)
is global in nature.
The Sweet Potato Queens consist of a
group of "somewhat augmented female
forms enveloped in green sequins, towering
red hairdos, provocative dances, and the
haunting refrain of "Tiny Bubbles," as only
Don Ho could ... deliver it." They hail from

small towns around Jackson where
"Graveled roads . . . are considered to be
newfangled ideas. As are teeth." The
Queens have become fixtures in the annual
St. Patrick's Day Parade in Jackson where
they ride in the back of a pickup true~ and
toss sweet potatoes to the crowds. There are
eight Sweet Potato Queens who all go by the
name Tammy, and a long waiting list of
Sweet Potato Queen "wannabes."
The author, Jill Conner Browne, is the
founder and a self-proclaimed fallen southern belle. Having spent her life in and
around Jackson, her insights are those that
could only be gained from first hand experience. With chapter titles such as "The True

i\1agic
Words
Guaranteed to Get
Any i\1an to do
Your
Bidding,"
i\1en Who i\1ay
Need Killing, Quite
Frankly,"
and
"What to Eat When Tragedy Strikes, or Just
for Entertainment," it is at times a "how-to"
manual, a "conduct" book, and a cookbook
with tongue planted firmly in cheek.
Browne writes in a southern style of
southern customs and culture where women
"could be nurse(s) or teacher(s), but only if
you had to work because your husband
turned out to be a worthless piece of shit, but

even if he did, he was still your husband for
life, the King of you, and you were damned
lucky to have him." She covers the expanse
of southern idiosyncrasies from a woman's
place to food to sex and back again, and
does so in purely back fence gossip jeu d'esprit.
The Sweet Potato Queen's Book of
Love is not serious literature, but it is a keeper; a book to keep by the bed for some light
reading before turning in; or keep in the living room for a rainy weekend; or keep in the
kitchen if you' re overcome with a desire for
something sweet. It won't make the top one
hundred book list, but it is infinitely more
enjoyable to read than most that would.

•

•
Official Rules. Na purdiase or on·line entry ne<essary. Vaid where prohibited or restricted by law.
1. ~O WAYS TO ENTER: To ent~r, co~l 1·877·GOMACH3 loll free from a touch lone telephone from within the United States, OR visit www.moch3modness.com, ond provide your nome, complete mailing address, phone number, whether you ore mole or female, ond what
s~oving system you curr~nlly use. Entries will be occepled only between 9'00 om EST on 3/1/99 and 11:59 pm EST on 3/31/99. Only complete entries received belween 9:00 om EST on 3/1/99 and 11:59 pm EST on 3/31/99 will be eligible for entry. nme ond dole of your entry
will be recorded oulom~llcolly. ~nly one entry per per50n, gro~p or or~onizotion. Gillette~ not respo.nsible for ~nlries Iha! ore inaudible, unintelligible, late, in<omplete, misdirected, or lost due to disconnection, telephone system, computer equipment or software failure, doto loss, or
entrant error. All entry mfor~a.lmn be<?mes I~ property of G1lle~e. Gillette re;erves .the nght to v.enfy all entries. 2. PRIZES:, One (I) Grand Prize and a maximum of three thousand three hundred thirty-three (3,333) Rrsl Prizes will be awarded. The Grond Prize Winner will be
ro~domly selected from oll elig1b!e enlnes received. The Gro~d Pnze Wi~ner will receive four (4) tickets lo the 2000 NCAA Mens Rnol Foure, One (1) Officiol 1999 NCAA Rnol Four® Boslcetboll and 5250 spending money. Total estimated value of Grand Prize is $750. If the Grond
Prize Winner. resides av.er 200 ~1les fro~ the select~ gome sne, o lwo-~1ghl'. stondord double--0ccupo~ hotel accommodation and round-trip couch air tronsporlotion for four from 1he major gateway airport nearest Grand Prize Winner's residence to the site of the 2000 NCAA Men's
Rno! Four will al~ be mduded !n the pnze, the estimated value of which will then .be $6,0~0. Amaximum of three.thousand th'.ee hu~red thirty-three (3,333) first Prize Winners will be randomly selected from all eligible entries received. If less than 3,333 eligible entries are
received, the number of ~rs! Pr~z~ awarded sholl be reduced to the number of eligible e.ntries receiv~. ~ch First Prize Winner will receive One (I) Offici?l 1999 NCAA Rnol Foure Basketball. Total estimated volue of 3,333 first Prizes is $33,330.00. Gillette, in Its sole discretion,
reserves the right lo su~1tule s1m1lor pnz~s of equol or greater value: Mox1mum pnze haM1ty for this Gillette MACH3 Madness NCAA Finol four® Promohon is one (1) Grand Prize ond three thousand three hundred thirty-three (3, 333) First Prizes. 3. DRAWING: Winnm will be
s~l~ed in random drawings from all el1g1bl~ entnes_rece1ved. Dr~ngs will be held_ ~nor about 4/5/99. ~rowings will be conducted by Fulfillment Systems, Inc., on independent judging orgonimtion whose decisions ore final in all matters relating lo this promotion. Odds of
winning will depend upon lhe flllmber of eligible enlnes received .. Wmners ~II.be notified ~y phone or by m~1I. Cnsh ~II'.'°~ be awarded i~ Ii~ of prize won and prizes are not transferable. 4. ELIGIBILITY: Promotion is open to legal US residents, 18 yeors of age or older. legal
proof o! oge will be requ1~ed. Limit on~ pnze per per5?n. All entn~ m~t ongmo~e from within the USA. Th11 promotion 11 intended for Viewing only in lhe USA. Employees and 1heir families of Gillette, NCAA, USA TODAY and their affiliates, subsidiaries, agencies and suppliers of
promohonol motenols,.pn~es ond services ?re"?' eligible for entry mthis pro~ohon. All U.S. fede!ol, slo.t~ a~d local lows ?pply. lhe.Grond Prize.Winn~r and his or her travel comporion must eoch execute and return on Affidovtt of Eligibility and Liability/Publicity Release within
seven(~) doys of notifaot1on attemp~ or pnze will be awarded l~_on ?lternafe ~nner. Re~um of p~ze notificohon os nondel1verob~e will resuh mdrsquolilicotion and an ohemate winner will be selected. Gillette and the NCAA are not responsible for prize ulilily, quality or otherwise.
Gillette.is not respon11ble for any clmms, ~amoges, or I01seS onsmg mco~~eclion with th11 promotion or lhe occeplance of the pnzes oworded hereunder. By participating in this promotion, persons agree to be bound by the finol decisions of Gillette on all matters relating to this
promotion and winners ogree lo use of their names and l!'fcenesses for publicity purposes by Gmette, where perm111ed. S. WINNERS UST: To learn the nomes of the winners, send ostomped, self.iiddressed envelope to USA TODAY/MACH3 Madness Promotion Winner's List P.O. Box
3673, Dept. Y, St. Ooud, MN 56397-3700673. Winners l1m requests must be received by 4/30//99. Promotion is conducted by Gillette, which is responsible for owording prizes. Gillette is an official NW!!> Corporate Portner.
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Various-Artists
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J

ive, the house label of A Tribe Called Quest,
Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince (or for those
with cultural amnesia: Will Smith), Boogi~ Down
Productions, R. Kelly, Kool Moe Dee, has always
been on the coat tails of unequivocal creative as
well as commercial breakthrough success. They've
always found themselves spinning on the second
deck, the mixer fading, forever fleetingly in and
out of public view. Now with the A.T.T.C.Q. calling it quits, Jive has decided its time to histmicize
their modest accomplishments. It seems this
moment in Hip Hop is ripe for a resurgence of its
"Old School" creative high points. The flavor of
the moment, which looks more and more like the
hypostatized Disco movement, is House. The most
prominent DJ's and producers of the international
scene are enlisted here to re-mix Jive's quiet feats .
The results are, surprisingly, mixed-with the most
memorable coming from the tracks least familiar to
their originals. Aphrodite rides a punchy high hat
over A.T.C.Q.'s "Ince Again." The Bassbin Twins
literally scan the career of KRS-One's philosophical platform B.D.P in "Crate of BDP." Grooverider
takes on the lone Jive artist included here who was
never Hip Hop-even in the most creative sense of
the word, the Stone Roses- to transform the
dream poppers "Fools Gold" into a dance floor
excursion the sad eyed boys probably never
dreamed of. And Rabbit In the Moon take the same
original and transform the Manchester Acid House
sound into the transiently, but familiar, TampaManchester Acid house. Memory residue may
vary but the "New School" Remixes by Norman
Cook, Pimp Juice and Doc Martin of A.T.C.Q
(who is, perhaps, over-represented with 5 of 14
tracks) far diminish the luster of one of the most
witty and stylistic groups ''The Old School" has yet
to produce.

-Marcel Spindae
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flrince Paul's second album is a lot like a Rock
Opera, but only just so. Whereas The Who's
Tommy (arguably, the most recognized of the contemporary "Operatics") is a romantic tale, Prince
Among Thieves is more an amalgam of porn pas-

r

1oi Orange f\ve.

Oran9e

Prince Among Thieves
(Tommy Boy} www.tommyboy.com

'Par1'

tiche and insinuated love themes. In other words,
Paul's second album in more than 3 years is a theatre of the absurd: hip hop gone flaky John Waters
camp, gangsta stupidity acted out like a Troop of
Wayans insults; a kind of tragi-comedy if you will.
Spread over 35 brief tracks, Prince Among Thieves
yucks up a bloated Hip-Hop urbanscape, satirizes
the monotony of gangsta cinematics, and even
manages to squeeze in a few radio-friendly "Jamz."
With Biz Markie, Chris Rock, Rza, De La Soul,
Everlast, Kool Keith et al ... the pals of Prince of
Paul along for the ride of voices, jokes, microphone splatters, even a few mucous heavy tears are
somehow pastiched into a semblance of continuity.
Prince Among Thieves is a tale of two young men,
Tariq and True, heavily borrowing equal measures
trom the existential grief of Boyz in the Hood and
the ghetto circus Don't Be a Menace ... as they rendevouz through the Black Cinema of the 90's.
Paul's sound world mirrors, rather imaginatively,
the visceral theatre experience. Quite a feat, but not
outside of Paul's ambitions, as his altruistic liner
notes say: "I made this album to encourage art, creativity, and sincerity, which is now at an all time
low." Which truly makes Paul a Prince amona0
(excuse me ... ) Puffed up Thieves.

-Marcel Spindae

Message In A Bottle
Soundtrack: Various_Artists
{Atlantic}
Difst off, if Lilith Fair was co-ed this CD would
incorporate the line-up of artists. The sappy
love songs and tear jerking ballads that make-up
the soundtrack cause just the emotional whirlwind
descriptively characteristic of the artists associated
with the event. The high priestess of Lilith is even
present with her raspy single, "I Love You". The
movie has been called "a great date movie" and a
lot of it must lend itself to the collection of songs
included in the soundtrack. Romantics everywhere
need to add this album to their collection. Edwin
McCain's contribution is surprisingly not his single "I'll Be", one of the biggest wedding songs of
the past year, but a new song off the same album
called "I Could Not Ask For More", which, though
a great song, have vocals that sound strangely like
Hootie and Blowfish headman Darius Rucker at
parts. But nonetheless it is not, and Rucker did
make the cut and the groups single "Only Lonely"
is also included. Faith Hill's single "Let Me Let
Go", off her new album "Faith" was an excellent
choice of song to add color to the plot and the
struggle of Costner's character, but for those of you
who are waiting for it to hit Blockbuster, Faith Hill
is an amazing female country artist and is rightfully
getting the attention she deserves from her latest
album by having her song included on the soundtrack. Grammy winner Sheryl Crow is also featured, however, not with her most notable hit. Her
song "Carolina" has a lounge singer air about it,
well performed but not well received. Another displaced song would be Marc Cohn's blues guitar
ballad "Fallen Angels." Other songs on the album
are: Sinead Lohan's "No Mermaid", Clannad's
"What Will I Do", "Don't" by Yve.n.Adam, and
"Somewhere in the Middle" performed by Nine
Sky Wonder.

r

-Andrea Keegan
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Lead Stories

Awesome, Dudel

•A French study, appearing as a February
Archives of Internal Medicine article, reported that
one of every nine persons admitted to intensivecare units is there because of illnesses caused elsewhere in the hospital (including infections or inappropriate drugs or excessive doses). Also in
February, Claudia Archer, 52, settled her malpractice lawsuit against Walter Reed Army Medical
Center for about $4 million . Archer entered the
hospital to have a benign tumor removed from her
neck, but over the next four months, allegedly
because of errors and infections, both her legs had
to be amputated below the knee and tubes inserted
in her body to help her eat and breathe.
•In January, North Dakota legislators decided
against a proposal to crack down on impatient
motorists who relieve themselves while driving
and then toss their urine- (and even feces-) filled
plastic containers to the side of the road. The containers create hazards when cleanup crews accidentally smash them with vehicles and mowers.
Said Rep. John Mahoney, "(W)e want to promote
tourism, and (such a new law) might be offensive."
•Installation of the first escalators ever in
Nicaragua, in a shopping mall in Managua in
December, has terrorized many shoppers who have
encountered them, according to a February Miami
Herald report. Among the incidents: A frightened
middle-aged woman who, fearing her departure at
a second-floor landing, leaped from the escalator
onto the floor, lost her balance, and staggered
through the food court, knocking over tables and
landing against a wall.

•In October in the Dent de Crolles region in
France, sheepherder Christian Raymond, 23, was
rescued from a cliff from which he had been
hanging by his fingers for about 20 minutes. He
had called the emergency rescue operator on his
cell phone earlier in the day and managed to make
another call from the cliff by pressing "redial"
with his nose against the phone, which had fallen
down the mountain with him but had landed right
beside him.
•Shirley Lawson, 59, of Marysville, Tenn., survived her Jeep'-s overturning in Whitley County,
Ky., in September, even though the vehicle came
to rest on top of her with the 3-inch-diameter
drive shaft sticking through her abdomen and both
legs.
•Recent Episodes of Car Surfboarding:
Hampton, Va. (November): William Vaughn, 29,
jumped onto a car's roof during a dispute to prevent his friend from leaving, but the friend drove
off anyway (distance surfed: 25 miles, at speeds
up to 60 mph). Chicago (November): Charles
Gardner jumped onto his SUV's roof to prevent
its carjacking, but the suspect drove off anyway
(time surfed: 20 minutes). Ship Bottom, N.J.
(January): Gas station attendant Matt Thomas
jumped onto the hood of a car to try to prevent the
customer from leaving without paying, but she
drove off anyway (time surfed: a few minutes, at
speeds up to 80 mph).
•Mathematics professor David Liu of the
University of Alberta was named Canadian
Professor of the Year in January. The award was
based partly on the math clubs he has established
for disadvantaged youth, but also partly on his
having taught himself to work out equations
upside down so that students could follow his
explanations from across his desk.

Koreans Who Really Want Money
In December, Chung Kyu-chil, 52, reportedly
confessed to a scheme to collect on his disability
insurance policy by having both feet severed at the
ankles by an acquaintance to whom he promised
about $40,000. And in September, Mr. Kang
Chong-ryol, 42, was arrested and charged with trying to cheat an insurance company out of about
$7,500 by cutting off his lO~year-old son's finger
and c~airning that a robber did it.

Family Values
•Ryan Goodhart, 16, was arrested and charged
with roughing up his mother in January in
Sarasota, Fla., because she and her boyfriend
refused to share their marijuana stash with him.
And Nathan Ricketts, 26, ~as arrested and charged
with choking his mother almost into unconsciousness in December in Glendora, Calif., because she
had failed to remember to buy food for his two 7inch-long piranha fish (which are illegal to own,
anyway).
•After a report of her lifestyle was shown on
MTV in November, April Divilbiss, 21, of
Memphis, Tenn., found herself in a custody fight
over her 3-year-old daughter. She is married to
Shane Divilbiss, 24, but the couple shares a sex
life with Mr. Chris Littrell, 22, and April spoke on
MTV of bringing another female into the home
because having sex with two men was tiring her
out. Her daughter was fathered by yet another
man, whose parents filed the custody petition
against April, who also argued that her freedom of
religion (as a self-described pagan) was being
abridged.
•According to a December Denver Post story,
Katy Emery, 27, agreed to a second straight pregnancy for her sister, Judi Conaghan of Chicago,
who has been advised against caiTying·a fetus
because of a heart condition. Previously, family
black sheep Katy and super-responsible Judi had
been estranged, but Katy, trying to shed the image
of "the bad kid I'd been through my teen years,"
agreed to carry Judi's twins to term and enjoyed
the experience of pregnancy so much that she
signed on again.
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Least Competent Criminals
Steve and Michelle Chambers pled guilty in
August in Charlotte, N.C., to stealing $17 million
from the Loomis, Fargo & Co. armored car firm
in 1997, a caper which hit the headlines again in
February 1999 when the Chambers' post-theft
purchases were auctioned off to help Loomis
recover its money. While on the lam from the
heist, the couple called attention to themselves
when Michelle walked in to a Belmont, N.C.,
bank with a suitcase containing $200,000
in Loomis, Fargo currency wrappers and asked
the manager, "How much can I deposit without
the bank reporting the transaction?" The couple
had also moved directly from a rural mobile home
into a $600,000 mansion and made many other
equally exhibitionistic purchases. Said one federlli"marshal, "It was very much 'The Beverly
Hillbillies.'"
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Not Real News
Continuing an occasional reader-advisory series
of recent stories that were reported elsewhere as
real news but which were probably just made up:
A late-1998 story in the Internet pipeline, attributed to the "Associated Press," described a current
craze in Japan of breweries' replacing carbon
dioxide in beer with hydrogen, which leads to
such side effects as being able to sing soprano
parts in karaoke bars and (with a cigarette) being
able to blow flames from one's mouth. As the
story goes, stockbroker Toshira Otoma lost a barroom fireball-blowing contest and retaliated by
fireballing one of the ju~ges, singing her hair.
Apparently, the episode got Otoma fired, and he
reportedly is suing the Asaka Beer Co. and the
Tike-Take bar. Weird, but not true.

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, PO.
Box 8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
, Weird@compuserve.com.)

MISC

w4ends .of the Library
Bookshle,10 a.m.·3
(4<!7) s2~_,5982

-vs. Northerniowa,
lO a.m.
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Crvstal back on laugh track with Ana1vze This'·
1

sentence. We never could. 'She tells him the various drafts, pulled
he's the father, but he's not. She tells him lines and unified it. We got
at the same time. And then, who's the real to New York, had a readfather? I don't know.' That's hard to mar- ing and I didn't like it. It
ket. There are some very good moments in wasn't working. It w~s 10
'Father's Day' and I'll find something else days from shooting and
to do with Robin. Our chemistry on stage I'm thinking, 'I may have
is sensational. The script just wasn't right. to not do the movie. This is
horrible after all this time.'
'Analyze This' almost always felt right."
"Barry
Levinson
Nearly five years passed before
"This" became a reality. A spec script (another producer) was
landed in the hands of producer Paula there. Barry and I, Paula,
Weinstein, who passed it onto Crystal, Harold and Jane Ro.senthal
who liked it and tinkered with it. Crystal (De Niro's production
picks up the story. ''I sent t~e draft to Bob. partner) sat down and
Paula said, 'Oh God, he won't... Do you mapped out a whole new Billy Crystal
think...?' I said, story, mostly for my char'He SHOULD do acter. Originally, I had a wife and kids,
this. It's great for and we made me single and going to get
him. He'd be married (to Lisa Kudrow). It all fell into
hilarious.' When you want scary, there.'s line an~ it made the whole story work. In
no one scarier. I thought, 'If he'd do this 10 days we rewrote 55 pages and then
and be funny? Oh, my God.' Bob called started shooting."
And now the big question: How did
me and said - Crystal slips into perfect
De Niro-ese - 'Hey, you know, this is Crystal and De Niro get along?
"He's very open and honest," Crystal
good. i like this. This could be.' I said,
'Bob, why don't we read it.' So, I got a replies. "You can kid Bob. I spoke to peoterrific group together and he flew out to ple who'd worked with him. I spoke to
Dustin (Hoffman), to Penny Marshall.
L.A. and did it. People were dying.
"Our chemistry felt good, even when I've never seen anybody on the phone
the story wasn't working. Things changed . more than Robert De Niro. It's unbelievas we go closer to' doing the film, but we able how many people he knows. I'd try to
could tell it felt nice and would be an make him laugh. H~ does a lot of movies,
unusual pairing. He said, 'OK, let's go to so when he'd say, 'I'll be back in a one
work.' We talked about directing it togeth- minute,' I'd say, 'Oh, you going to do
er. Then, we hit an impasse. We almost another movie?' He'd say, 'Yeah, I'm
had too man·y good ideas. That's when going to sneak one in and then I'll be
(director) Harold Ramis came in. He took back.' That got to be a running gag. We

IAN SPELLING
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

--------

T

he laughs come fast and furious in
"Analyze This."
They hit so often at points that
the audience at a recent screening missed
jokes; they were too busy laughing at the
previous line. What's a.mazing is that it's
the unlikely combination of Billy Crystal
and Robert De Niro - with Crystal as a
shrink treating troubled mobster De Niro
- generating the
buckles.
Who'd a thunk it?
Consider that Crystal teamed in 1997
with pal Robin
Williams
for
"Father's Day."
Despite the talent
involved, that thunderous dud boasted a
laugh an hour. And here's "This," with
Crystal and De Niro, arguably our finest
dramatic actor, yukking it up and sharing
the magical chemistry Crystal and
Williams should have shared.
"You just don't know," says Crystal,
the pride of Long Beach, New York, during a conversation at a Manhattan hotel.
"The 'Father's Day' script was never
ready to shoot. It was a rush job and we
never got it right. Just look at 'Father's
Day' and 'Analyze This.' 'Analyze This'
is so much easier to describe. 'Mafia guy,
nervous breakdown, sees a .shrink.' You
go, 'Who's in it'?' De Niro. You· go, 'I've
got to see that.'
"Try to explqin 'Father's Day' in one

giggled a lot. We laughed
through a lot of good
takes."
Opening March 5,
"This" should slay them at
the box office, unlike
Crystal's more recent
efforts,
from
"Mr.
Saturday Night" to "City
Slickers 2," "Forget Paris"
to
· "Hamlet,"
and
"Father's Day" to "My
Giant," all of which slept
with the fishes.
Despite the misfires and a couple of the films,
notably the Crystaldirected "Mr. Saturday Night," were wellmeaning, entertaining confections Crystal swears that he never panicked.
"I don't get desperate," he says. "I
thought, 'Hey, the last couple weren't
great.' You get concerned, but you don't
go , 'Ooh, what' am I going to do?'
Hopefully, you know you've got something good coming up. And you hope people trust you. "
Right now, Crystal's laying low. He
passed on hosting this year's Oscars ceremonies, is spending time -with his family
and toying with a couple of film concepts.
More pressing, though, is a one-man show
he hopes to stage next year. It would mark
a return to Crystal's stand-up roots.
"It would be for Broadway," he says.
"It's a slow process, but it's getting clearer. I just feel like I want to be in front of
people again."

)

Feared by Customers!

u

CAB Cinema invites you to
.come see the movies that
started it all
and then speak with
the man himself.

ROLLING ~T.Q.l'IE

HE COMEDY EVENT OF THE YEAR!
Savvy and screamingly funny! HiJariously
profane chatter ana mad-dog humor!"
·P'tu r ltMtt'1
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"CLERKS" is at 8:00p.m.
and
"MALLRATS" is at 9:30p.m.,

Wednesday, MarchlO, ·
in Cape Florida, 316,
of the Student Pnion.

t

1 . ~,. .!\

Then come meet Kevin Smith on
Thursday, March 11, as he shows clips
from his movies and answers
YOUR questions!

Kevin Smith
A V1ew Askew Produc.hon

thursday, march 11, at 8:0Q p.m.

- - visual arts auditorium
0

funded by activity and service fee as allocated by sga.
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FOR SALE
1989 FORD BRONCO II, 4 x 4, 6 CYL.,
Aura .. Two TONE, VELOUR INTERIOR,
AM-FM CASSETIE, 73K MILE, GREAT
CONDITION. CLOSE TO UCF.$3,900
PLEASE CALL 407-696-7907
FOR SALE: 72" ROUND SPA WITH COVER,
$600. GREAT FOR APTS OR CONDOS
PORCH. ALSO KrNG SIZE SOFT SrDED
WATER BED, $175 CALL 277-4646
1988 BMW 325IS LOADED, RED, Aura,
SUNROOF, 6 CYL., SECURITY SYSTEM,
94K MILES, EXCELLENT COND1TJON. A
MUST SEE. CLOSE TO UCF . $5,950.00
PLEASE CALL 4071696-7907
FOR SALE: DRIVERS WANTED-RARE! 1997 VW GOLF-TREK LTD.
EDITION 5 SPD, 30K, LOADED, WARRANTY
& 21 SPD ALUM TREK MTN. BIKE WITH
RACK MUST SEE! $13,000 OBO 884-0944
FURNITURE FOR SALE COUCH-BEIGE
LINEN $100 TEAK VENEER BOOKCASE
(SCA~ DESIGN) $250 2 SOLID CHERRY
FUTON CHAIRS (NEW DAWN) $200 EACH.
PLEASE CALL 696-8837

FoRRENT
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE-2 MILES FROM UCF. RENT
$260.00 PLEASE CALL 673-4663.
Two ROOMMATE SHARE 3/2 HOME IN
ALAFAYA WOODS w/FEMALE STUDENT.
NONSMOKERS. $350 MO. AND 1/3 UTILITIES.HOME HAS NEW CARPET AND APPLIANCES. 10 MIN. FROM CAMPUS.
CALL 293-9218
To· reach the Editorial Department of
UCF Call 365-7656

HELP WANTED
Make Money from Home!!! In the perfect Network program. Get $800.00
instant credit on products and merchandise. Earn $13,000+ part-time from
home. Get paid ·weekly'!! Call l-800350-1266, code 2901.
LUCERNE MEDICAL
CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES
COORDINATION GERIATRICS, &
ADMINISTRATIONS
IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222
Hypnosis - Public speaking, study
improvement, test anxiety, lose weight,
step smoking, stress reduction. confidence. Call Susan,
Therapeutic hypnotist 679-0660
Free Brochure, Student Rates.
LADIES' Earn $100.00 to $200.00 per
night selling roses in elegant nightclubs
such as Roxies and Backstage. Wear
beautiful dresses and work with style
while you earn $25.00 to $50.00 per
hour! Hours are short from 9:00 p.m. 3:00 a.m. Full-time is Wed, Thurs, Fri,
Sat. Part-time is Fri and Sat. Nights go
by fast, top salary, quality people! Must
be 19, own a car and have a great personality. Join our team! Call Tracey at
521-8003 or Renee at 977-0449.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR WANTED MUST BE
EXPERJENCED AND CERTIFIED$9.50 HOUR
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE PIT OR FIT.
CALL: 699-1992

INSTRUCTION
Bartend!
HAVE FUN, MEET PEOPLE
Train in 1-2 weeks
Situated in Altamonte Springs
1-88-BLOODYMARY

PIT Clerk--must be HS graduate w/basic
computer skills, light typing with general office skills, working knowledge of
fax, postage and copy machine. Hrs:
lpm -5pm, M-F. Starling Salary: $7/hr.
Fax resumes to (407) 895-3807 or send
to CCCS, AITN: Personal, PO Box
4963, Orlando, FL 32802-4963.
EEO/AA/HN

SERVICES

.~.

Work AT HOME! WE NEED YOU!
For details, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope lo:
A.C. Price, 111 Goshawk Tr.,
Winter Springs, Fl 32708

HELP WANTbD!
EARN EXTRA CASH!! MAKE YOUR
OWN HOURS!! RESPONSIBLE STUDENT
TO MARKET/MANAGE CITIBANK PROMOTfONS ON CAMPUS. FREE GIVEAWAYS! EARN $400+/WEEK. CALL ANN
AT 1-800-950-8472 EXT. 118

FAX:
1*07~977-0019
EMAIL:

ITK1994@AOL.COM

HlLLELfJEWJSH STUDENT UNION
MEETINGS EVERY MONDAY FROM 5-7 PM
IN THE STUDENT UNION
JOIN US FOR A DISCUSSION OF
UPCOMJNG EVENTS AND EAT PIZZA!
CHECK OUT OUR PEGASUS WEBSITE!

~

HAJ,L:
· ,Knight . Publishing

.l2<l.Ale~and!ia Blvd.~ Suite 17
, %\,. O~i~d<>~. FL 3276.5

BE FLEXIBLE...
Europe $288 r/t plus taxes
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
Mexico/Caribbean $159 r/t plus taxes
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
CALL; 800-326-2009
www.airhitch.org

Enjoy the Summer of your life
WANTED Camp Counselors & Specialists for
largest Day Camp in Miami
Dates:June 21-Aug 13 Hours: 8:15 am-4:30
For more info: Call Alper JCC 305-271-9000
-ext 271 Great fun, Competitive salary &
Summer Membership benefits

~th9f, .pf3c.e ~~Pr el~sifi~dmad
4

fite Qll our website! ,

,fl'wjJl~·~,-

HAVE FUN -RAISING FuNos
FOR YOUR CLUBS, TEAMS, & GROUPS
EARN UP TO $500 OR MORE!
PUT OUR 25 + YEARS OF FUNDRAISING
EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU. CALL
Now FOR DETAILS ON FREE CD OF YOUR
CHOICE. 1-800-592-2121 EXT.725

ADOPTION!! ARE YOU PREGNANT &
LOOKING FOR A WONDERFUL FAMILY
FOR YOUR BABY? WE CAN HELP! CALL
1-888-762-8612 24 HRS. A DAY A GIFT
FROM ABOVE ADOPTIONS, INC.
UC# 748-0000781

CHECK OUT COLLECTIVE SOUL'S NEW
ALBUM, DOSAGE, IN STORES NOW.
FEATURING THE HIT SINGLES "RUN" AND
HEAVY"

BABYSITTER/NANNY - FLEXIBLE HOURS. HOURS
2-9, 5 DAY WORK WEEK. FLEXIBLE DAYS.
BACKGROUND CHECK. LIVE IN/LIVE OUT. NEED
TRANSPORTATION. $250.00 PER WEEK. CALL
262-3457.

FREE RADIO+ $1250
Fundraiser open to student groups &
organizations. Earn$3-$5 per Visa/MC
app. We supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x 65
www.ocmconcepts.com

Volunteers/Interns Needed
New sporuorganization needs people for
various marketing/player recruitment
efforts for tournament in May. If interested call 644-3510
Parks/Rec Dept. Pass Dept. of Children &
Families requirements. Prior exp. working
with school age children preferred . Salary
based on exp. Approx. 20-40 hrs. per a wk.
M-F (5/24-7/27) Apply-City of Maitland,
Personnel, 1776 Independence Ln, Maitland,
FL 32751, 539-6263 EOE M/FIDN DFWP

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES DAYTONA,
PANAMA CITY, PADRE, MIAMI, CANCUN,
JAMAJCA, BAHAMAS, ETC. BEST HOTELS,
PRICES, PARTIES. BROWSE WWW.JCPT.COM
REPS. EARN CASH, FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS 800-327-6013

15 Students needed for $8.00 an hour+
bonus. Part-time 5-9 p.m., M-F. Flexible
schedule. No weekends or experience necessary. Call Derek Jones at 657-0048.

Help Wanted - Valet Parking Attendants
needed. Clean driving record and the
ability to work under strenuous physical
conditions are a must. Many locations.
$7.00 to $12.00 an hour 25 positions
must be filled immediately. Call 2447460 for an interview.

.407-9'7 7-1'0 09

UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION MEETS TuESDAYS AT 8
PM IN THE STUDENT UN10N. JOlN us!

CAMP TAKAJO FOR BOYS, ON LONG LAKE,
NAPLES , MAfNE. NOTED FOR PICTURESQUE
LOCATION, AND EXCEPTIONAL FAClLlTIES. JUN
21-AUGUST 22. OVER J 00 COUNSELOR POSITIONS IN LAND SPORTS, WATER ACTIVITIES,
MUSIC, DRAMA PHOTOGRAPHY. PIONEERING,
NATURE AND MUCH MORE! CALL MIKE
SHERBUN AT 800-250-8252 OR E-MAIL AT TAKAJO@AOL.COM

{

PHONE:

Win $25,000
Essay Contest www.essaycontest.net
1-877-JWESSAY

Attention all Long Distance Users
Talk forever anywhere in the world for FREE!
*FREE LONG/DrSTANCE
*DIGITAL SOUND QUALITY
* NO P.C. REQUIRED
A Global income opportunity Get started for
less than $300. For more info1mation call:
1-800-371-1498 then 407-299-0462

Visiting Teacher wanted to house sit:
June 27-July 24. Will provide pet/plant care+
pay utility bills. Can provide UCF faculty
references. rogers@westminster.net or
Roger Siegel (404) 215-9551

Please contaq us by one of,
the methods below for
detailed. pricing information..

WWW.ORLANDOBARTENDlNG.COM

ROOMMATES
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1 RENTER WANTED, 3/2 HOUSE FURNISHED INCLUDING BEDROOMS,
QUIET RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY,
$250/MO INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES
EXCEPT INDIVIDUAL TELEPHONE
LINE. OWNER RESIDES IN TIIlS RESIDENCE. CALL BRENT AT
823-5035 DAYTIME

~N: March :u,, 1999
~

~:oopm

WHERE: Phillips Hall
Room206

THIS OUT

'
•

FREEZE FRAME IS CURRENTLY FILLING
PHOTO SALES POSITIONS AT A LOCAL THEME
PARK. HAVE FUN WHILE EARNING HIGHLY
COMPETITIVE WAGES,
QUALIFYING FOR
BONUSES & GAIN ADMISSION TO THE PARK
FOR YOU & YOUR FRIENDS. FLEXIBLE HOURS.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
FOR MORE INFO

CALL

407 363-0735

The Walt Disnev College Program is about friends,
experiences and opportunities vou'll discover as
vou live, learn and earn in our world

(

STOP BY AND DISCOVER A WO:ll.D
OF OPPORTUNITIES AT DISNEY.
<

www.coreermosoic.com/cm/wdw/wdw l .hlml
©Disney

ORLANDO'S GREENEST, MOST SHAM,,80CK-SHAKIN'
PARADE IS JUST AROUND THE

BLf(·: ' EY STONE!

.

Orlando for
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h

·.·
.. ·. SPM-7PM
> '1()1.t W.IRR'S PAT LYNCH AN~
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Sf1AMROCK.
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,J1:30PM-4PM,

M:AG{c 107.7
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PRESENTS A

FREE:

FAMILY FESTIVAL FEATURING
CLOWNS, FACE PAINTING, GAMES,
STORY TELLING, FREE CHILD 10
CARDS AND FUN FOR ALL!

The Reliable One

A PORTION OF THE PROCEEDS WILL BENEFIT THE PACE CENTER FOR GIRLS. -
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Bria the difference in UCF's
successful return to NCMs
FROM PAGE

24

second most TAAC wins in
school history (33).
During her tenure at UCF,
Bria has established a 'no limits,
no regrets' mentality to the
Knights, giving them a mental
edge over other TAAC teams.
Even after UCF got out to a 5-1
TAAC start this year (en route to
a school and conference best 13-

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Sharpshooting senior Kate Fetzek
earned All-Tournament honors in the
TAAC Championship.
3 finish), Bria never seemed satisfied with her success.
"It doesn't come overnight,"
Bria said. "I think [the success]
is just from a lot of hard work
and it just takes players. I think
you've got to have a solid
recruiting base to build the program and we' re trying to do
that."
Bria is right, it does take
players to succeed, and she's -had

SAVE UP TO 503

the priviledge of coaching three
of UCF's best. Seniors Chariya
Davis, Chat McClendon and
Kate Fetzek were members of
the last NCAA team and have
helped the Knights survive
Richardson's death. Although all
were freshmen at the time ~f
Richardson's death, the senior
trio has matured from the loss.
Davis, who was named conference Player of the Year and
TAAC MVP, has an outside
chance at making a WNBA team
and credits Bria for her success.
"She brought discipline, hard
work, ethics, a never quit attitude and to never be content
with where you are," Davis said.
"I felt I could be the conference
player of the year if I wanted to,
and if I go out and work hard, I
knew I could do it."
McClendon, a backup forward, has matured into a solid
reserve for the Knights. While
she isn't too happy about returning to Ruston, La., for her possibly her final college game,
McClendon has learned from
Bria's teaching.
"Coach Bria brought a lot of
discipline to the program and
that's pretty much what we
needed," McClendon said.
"That's what we needed after we
lost our coach, we needed some
focus, so that's been key."
While UCF is not expected
to defeat LaTech on Friday, the
Knights' accomplishments this
season outweigh the game's
result. On Sunday, Davis said
her fondest memory of LaTech
was of the team's pregame meal.
A rat ran across the floor
while the team was eating at a
Ruston, La., steakhouse, prompting the team to immediately
leave. While Davis and her
teammates try to make a new
memory on Friday, Bria has no
doubt made a lasting impression
in her players' minds.

OFF RETAIL PRICES ON REPlACEMENT CONTACT LENSES!

• We guarantee you will receive the exact lenses prescribed, in
factory sealed viols or blister packs, at the lowest price.
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In cooperation with

Really Hungry? Why Wait?
~tie.k.com/snkkers

presents a

~rn~~ mrnmmmrn~rn IBrnrn~~~o~IB

·Wednesdav, March 24th
also sponsored by

Coming October '99
www.fordvehicles.com/focus

9:00pm @Student Union Cape Florida Ballroom

Free passes available in the Student Union,
Room 215, Student ActiviUes.
Passes required. Seating is limited
and not guaranteed. Please arrive
... early.

NETWORK
EVENT
THEATER•

©1999 Warner Bros. All Rights Reserved.
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MEDICAL CENTER
.an academic health center

The School of Public.Health and Health Services

Wertlieb Educational Institute for Long Term Care Management

Academi·c Awards for Long-term Care

is

What Long-tenn Care?
Administration, management,_ and policy·
Covering the following areas in housing and healthcare for the· elderly and disabled
• Senior Housing
• Adult Day Care

• Rehabilitation
• Assisted Living · • Sub-acute Care
· • Home Health Care . • Nursing Care
• Hospice

• No membership fees! Lenses in your mailbox in 48 hours.

• All major brands ond most specialty lenses.

M 'Ui 7att 7'tal •It's easy! Just fox or mail us acopy of your dodor's contact [ens Rx.

FORA PRICE QUOTE
ON ANY LENS

ROSS
UNIVERSITY

1-800-58JIFFY
(54339 )

MASTERS PROGRAM
IN
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Visit Us On The Internet &
• Six-semester professional program can be completed
View Our On-Lirj'e Brochure:
in two calendar years and leads to the MPT degree.

www.rossmed.edu
Write, call, fax, or email :

ROSS UNIVERSITY

•Curriculum designed to meet Commission on
Accreditation in Physical Therapy (CAPTE) criteria.
• Didactic program offered at our modern medical school
campus located in Dominica, W.I.

_SCHOOL OF MEDICl!\E • Faculty composed of biomedical scientists as well as

;: ·<i\-iastcr's Program in PIT
f ::~-.'.- 460 W 34th Street,
v-.::)Ncw't'ork, w IOOOI
1
. -'·: Ph~nc: 212 279-5500
~-~_:;\;cf~-.::.- 212629-3147 ,.

~~'?"~~~~;,,~•.d.•d""'·

licensed P/Ts recruited from U.S. programs.
Modern instructional facilities featuring state-of-the-art• multimedia computer and laboratory equipment.

Tue Wertlieb ln$titute·is pl~a5ed to offer S-20.000 iil financial assistance to qualified
students enrolling in a two· year academic program with a focus on Iong-tenn care to earn
a Master's in Health Services Administration (MHSA). We provide students with the
education essential to becoming successful executives and administrators in long-term
care.
Why choose GW?
• For 40 years, GW has prepared leaders who have shaped the healthcare field.
• We are a national resource in long-tenn care management because we connect students with
employers.
• We bring professionals from all sectors to the nation's capital to combine academic and
practitioner knowledge oflong-term care.
• Our master's program addresses cutting-edge issues that you need to become a leader in a
field :with tremendous growth.
• The master's program is fully accredited and may be completed on a full-time or part-time
basis.

Call now to receive additional information about this scholarship opportunity.
Call (202) 994-2160
e-mail sphhsinfo@gwumc.edu

•Clinical training sites in the U.S.
•Three entry dates per year: January, May, September

GW is an equal opportunity employer/affirmative action institution
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Tennis teams. start busy
stretch with victories

JEFFERSON
COMMONS

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

·sometlltS Its MotSO.laSV
tebl 11l8111ersPJL

The UCF Men's Tennis
team won a pair of games last
week, bouncing back after a
loss to nationally ranked
Purdue. The Knights defeated
both Hampton University and
Winthrop University by the
score of 4-3, running their season record to 10-3.
Against Hampton, UCF got
off to a quick start by taking all
three doubles matches. Seniors
David Winberg and Pedro
Pacheco then picked up quick
singles victories, putting the
Knights within one point of
victory. Hampton earned easy
victories at the #2 and #3 singles spots, but UCF put the
match away when freshman
Johan Westin beat Shawn
Cricalow of Hampton 6-4, 6-3.
Houston Muzio, playing in
only his third singles match of
the year for the Knights, lost in
three sets to Hampton's Allaro
Layrisse.
Winthrop came to town last
Sunday, but its trip was over
almost as soon as it started.
UCF won the doubles point by
taking two of the three doubles
matches, and then won the first
three singles matches to claim
the victory. Federico Camacho
ended a personal two match
losing streak by defeating
Wilson Khoo of Winthrop 6-3,
6-1. Pedro Pacheco dominated
his opponent, winning 6-1. 6-1,
while Johan Westin picked up
his 16th victory of the year by
beating Mauricio Delgado 6-4,
6-4. Pacheco is now on a six
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Featuring 1,2,3, and .4
bedroom units with
individual leases

WI .

Don't

Need

Located just 1/2 mile
south of University Blvd
on Alafaya Trail

ND

lducauon

Brand new Apartments
Fully Furnished units

.·Mllrd

Call 407-382-4114
or 800-542-6190
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Hadas
Ronen and
her UCF
women's
tennis
teammates
enter a
long
stretch of
home
matches.
PHOTO BY

KEVIN
COLBER

match winning streak.
"Today was all business,
and .we got the job done," said
Pacheco.
The Knights faced Miami
(Ohio) University on Monday
and host Murray State on
Sunday. Next week they take
on Northern Iowa at home and
go to Georgia State in a very
important conference matchup .

Congrats and Good Luck to UCF Women~ Basketball on afantastic season!
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. When the students -

are away the faculty
and staff will play!!
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"The next two weeks are the
toughest part of the season," said
coach Michael Dublin. "We have
some individual growth that needs
to take place, but we have
momentum and I am confident
that we will do well."
The UCF Women's Tennis
Team picked up a win in their
only match of the week, also
defeating Hampton. 'Fhe victory
was the fourth in a row for the
Knights, improving their season
record to 5-1.
Veronica Widyadharma led the
Knights with a 6-2, 6-1 win over
Christine Ferreira at the #1 singles
spot. Ann-Jeanette Svantesson
remained undefeated in singles
for the year with a 6-1, 6-2 win in
the #2 spot, while Gaelle
Gouttefarde and 'Hadas Ronen
also
won
their
matches.
Widyadharma and Gouttefarde
teamed up to win at #1 doubles,
clinching the victory for the
Knights.
Daniela Okal and
Rachna Ashar of UCF were both
forced to default in their singles
matches due to injury.
The Knights began a grueling
stretch of 11 matches in three
weeks against St. Louis on
Tuesday, March 9, and play four
more matches this week against
Marquette,
Miami
(Ohio),
Louisville, and American.
"Everyone's going to be tired,
and if we go undefeated this week
it means we are very strong," said
Gouttefarde.
Coach Dublin had a positive
outlook on the upcoming matches.
"They're going to step right up
and good things will come their
way," he said. "This is what we
have been working for these last
two months."
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·Baseball team enters five-game .non-conference stretch'
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

After struggling to a 1-2 start
in Trans America Athletic
Conference play, the Knights have
five non-conference games to figure out what went wrong against
Troy State this weekend.
"It's a good time to regroup a
little bit and let the players look at
where we're at," Coach Jay
Bergman said. "But (we can) still
keep our pitching rotation like it
is. You just have to keep playing."
UCF played a game against
Lehigh on Tuesday, and Siena
College comes to town for a threegame series on Friday and
Saturday. UCF plays Siena in a
single game on Friday at 7 p.m.,
and the two teams play a doubleheader on Saturday at 3 p.m.
Siena is led by Tony Rossi,
who is in his 30th year as coach of
the Saints. He is 415-447-4 during
that stretch, including a tough 1732 finish last year. His team came
to UCF in 1997 for back-to-back
double headers, and the Knights
won all four games by a combined
score of 32-4, including a 19-0
opening victory. UCF is 13-1 alltime against Siena, but expect
nothing to be easy when the Saints
arrive this weekend.
''They'll be very competitive,"
Bergman said. "They have a lot of
players back from last. year.
They're certainly not gonna come

Bill Oakley
and his UCF

teammates
got off to a
rough start
in TAAC
play.
PHOTO BY
JASON
PARKHURST

in here not prepared because of
playing time."
The Saints return seven starters
from last year, and were picked to
finish third in the North Division
of the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference by Baseball America.
Siena has started the season 2-5,
but hung tough against 14thranked Mississippi State over the
weekend, losing 5-1 and 7-3.
Senior first baseman Mike
Ostrander (.327-4-23) and junior
outfielder Todd Donovan (.307-532) lead the Saints after solid
offensive seasons last year. Both
players were selected as Pre-

Season All-MAAC honorees, and
Baseball America listed Donovan
as the number one MAAC pro
prospect. They are joined by
infielder Nick Spera who hit .366
last year with 17 stolen bases.
A pair of right-handers anchors
the Saints pitching staff. Senior
Kevin Brown finished with a 3.30
ERA and threw five complete
games. Junior Jeff Reardon was 54 with a 5.76 ERA as the number
two starter behind Brown.
UCF will travel to BethuneCookman on March 17 for its third
game against the Wildcats. UCF
won the first two games 13-8 and

15-4, but the importance of nonconference victories weighs heavily on Bergman.
"It (non-TAAC games) is
extremely important," Bergman
said. "Last year, basically we
don't get in the NCAA
Tournament because we're one
win away. You don't want to sit
home in May because you let
some games get away that you
should win. We need to win good
and strong."
The five non-conference
games will hopefully prepare the
Knights for its second consecutive
TAAC road trip; a March 19-20
three-game set against Samford in
Birmingham, Alabama.
"We're the only team in the
conference to play our first two
series on the road," Bergman said.
It's gonna be three tough games.
It's gonna be that way every weekend from here on out."
Second-year coach
Tim
Parenton, who had to cope with a
13-43 finish last year after corning
from Mississippi State, leads
Samford. He returns seven starters
and nine pitchers, but was still
picked to finish 10th in the TAAC
by Baseball America.
Samford is 7-7, including
tough losses at Auburn (7-4) and
Alabama (3-1). They had their
first conference series last weekend and lost two of three against
Stetson. The Bulldogs won the
opener 7-4 on Friday, but lost the

Saturday double-header 5-4 and 64.
They are second in the TAAC
in hitting (.346) and scoring (9.57
runs per game), but have had trouble on the mound with a 6.32
ERA, ninth in the conference.
UCF is fourth in average (.308)
and fifth in scoring (8.00), while
ranking sixth with a 5.54 ERA.
Junior Brian Hitchcox lead
Samford with a .439 average and
has eight doubles and 20 runs
scored. Two freshman, Grant
Caldwell and Cory Sumner, are
second and third in hitting with
.410 and .396, respectively. Major
Allred is the power threat with six
home runs and 18 RBis, while
Jason Barnette leads the TAAC
with 16 stolen bases and 26 runs
scored. Robert Aaron leads the
team with a 4.12 ERA and has 20
strikeouts in 19 .2 innings. Charlie
Crabbe is 2-0 with 18 strikeouts in
19 .2 innings.
"They got a new coach last
year, and he had to play with the
players that were there last year,
and they struggled," Bergman
.said. "But they've already- had
some good wins."
UCF needs to take advantage
of the opportunities when they
arise and should learn from its
mistakes at Troy State. If not, it
could be a long road trip home
from Birmingham after being the
pre-season favorite to win the conference.

The un;i versity of Central Florida
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manage a run. The Trojans took
advantage as Jorge Soto gave
TSU a 3-1 lead with his TAACleading 12th home run. But the
Knights managed to come back
in the fifth as Bowser and
Brisson sent back-to-back home
runs to right field to tie the
game at thre~.
Troy State took the lead for
good in the sixth when Soto
walked, stole second, and
scored on Derrell Kirkland's
game-winning double.
"We don't have the mental
maturity to step up and bury
somebody," Bergman said.
"You don't get a chance to win
double-headers on the road too
often. We literally gave the
game away."

UCF drops two of three
at Troy State
The Knights, pre-season
favorite in the Trans America
Athletic Conference, lost two of
three games at Riddle-Pace Field
in Troy, Alabama against the
Troy State Trojans over the
weekend.
UCF (10-8 overall, 1-2
TAAC) won the first game of the
series, but struggled as it lost the
final two, 4-3 and 11-10, respectively.
"When you have a 10-2 lead
(in the final game), you have to
shut them down," Coach Jay
Bergman said. "It's hard in a ball
park like this, but it's the park
that you have to play in. We just
didn't close it at the end and get
it done."
In a park that measures only
305 feet down the lines and 380
to center, both teams took advantage of the hitter friendly conditions. The two teams combined
for 15 home runs in three one-run
games, including nine in the final
game.

Matt Bowser and Dustin
Brisson led the Knights in the
rubber match with TSU (11-9, 21), but the Trojans pulled out an
11-10 victory after trailing 10-2
Bowser was 3-for-4 with two
homers and four RBis, while
Brisson went 3-for-5 with two
homers and three RBis.
"It was a great day for them
(Bowser and Brisson)," Bergman
said. "But 10 runs is not enough
.to win in this ballpark, particularly in the third game of a series."
Justin Pope held the Trojans
to only two runs and two hits
through six innings, but he gave
up back-to-back home runs to
lead off the seventh. Bay Paul
came in and gave up a grand
slam to Jorge Soto to cut the
Knights lead to 10-8.
Troy Satterfield gave up a
game-tying two run home run to
Ricky Rowe in the ninth. Then
with the bases loaded, Brent
Spooner gave up the winning run
on a sacrifice fly with one out in

the inning. ·
"I'm not gonna fault anybody's effort, but we still have to
get it done," Bergman said. "We
just need to find the right combination, because we didn't have
(Jason) Arnold to get in there and
get that game for us. I'm kind of
perplexed about the whole thing."
In Saturday's double-header,
the Knights won the opener 8-7
before falling in the night-cap 43. Jason Arnold had a rare opportimity in the double-header as he
closed the opener for his third
save of the season, and then started the next game but got the loss.
He allowed one hit and one
unearned run with one strikeout
in the first game. In his first
career start after 35 relief appearances, he struck out eight Trojans
in 5.1 innings yielding only four
hits, but five walks contrib"uted to
four TSU runs.
"He pitched great," Bergman
said. "With 120 pitches, what
else could you ask for out of a

guy."
UCF fought from behind in
both games as they trailed 4-0 in
the opener after one inning, and
3-1 in the night-cap after four ·
innings.
Unfortunately, the Knights
only capitalized on its opportunities in the opener.
"We had a great win in the
first ball game," Bergman said.
"We came back and played real
well. I was real proud of everybody."
The same effort could not be
applauded the next two games,
however, as errors and a lack of
clutch hitting led to UCF's
demise.
The Knights had the bases
loaded in the first inning with no
outs, but after a Brisson sacrifice
fly, Frost and Bill Oakley struck
out. Trailing 1-0, TSU used two
errors on the same play in the
first inning to tie the game.
UCF again had the bases
loaded in the third but couldn't

The Knights have won four
TAAC titles since joining the
conference in 1993, but its regular season record in the TAAC
is not a not-so-spectacular 7051 over the first six seasons.
If you take away the 23-7
conference m;rrk from 1995, the
Knights barely hover above
.500. Also, the 1-2 start at Troy
State is not so unusual, as this
was the fourth time in seven
years the Knights have lost its
opening series. In opening
three-game series to start conference play, UCF is only 9-12
in seven seasons.
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Rare one-run games
come in bunches
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UCF played in its first three
one-run games of the season
this weekend against Troy
State. The 15-game stretch to
start the season without a onerun game is the longest in
school history. The previous
long was 12 in the first year of
the program in 19?3. The
Knights are 128-100 in one-run
contests.
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•
•
•
•
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TAAC woes continue
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Full-time students
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MAKE THIS SUMMER COUNT ...
START YOUR CAREER NOW!!!
For more information on internships available in Orlando or other cities
across the U.S., please call INROADS/Central Florida at 407-895-0006
Apply on..;.line at www.inroadsinc.org

First baseman Dustin
Brisson has a 14-game hitting
streak that began on Feb. 6
against Nicholls State. Brisson
is 23-for-49 (.469) during the
streak with 14 runs scored and
14 RBis. He also has four home
runs and six doubles during
that stretch. The longest streak
in school history is 19 held by
Mike Josephina. Left fielder
Matt Bowser is 10-for-20 with
five home runs, 13 RBis, and
12 runs scored over the past
seven games. Outfielder Ivan
, Trujillo has hit safely in eight
of the last nine games and is
14-for-31 with eight runs and
seven RBis. He also hit his first
career home run last
Wednesday against Western
Michigan ... Bill Oakley was Ofor-5 against Troy State and left
the bases loaded twice with two
outs during the 4-3 loss on
Saturday. Infielder Tim Boeth is
one for his last 12, and shortstop Mike Fox is 2-for-14 over
the past five games. Center
fielder Mark Batia is 2-for-13
during his last five appearances.

-TRAVIS BELL
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Brisson's maturity at plate pays diVidends
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

UCF first baseman Dustin
Brisson's career began in grand
fashion. On February 1, 1997 at
Rollins College, Brisson hit a
grand slam in his first collegiate
game during a 10-3 win, and
added his second career home
run the next day at home in
another victory over Rollins.
"It was amazing," Brisson
said. "That first game against
Rollins: I just wanted to come
out and get a couple hits. The
guy gave me a pitch in the zone,
and I still remember it like it was
yesterday. It was unbelievable.
That was one of the best experiences for me."
Brisson cruised through the
first month of his freshman season, but then pitchers figured out
how to throw to him . . This
change affected him mentally,
which, in tum, put him in a huge
slump that lasted nearly two
months.
"They really didn't know
how to pitch me the first month
or so, and I hit really well,"
Brisson said. "But then they
started throwing me · a lot of
change-ups and started throwing
me away. My average dropped
off a lot because I wouldn't commit to the opposite field."
Brisson learned from his mis-

takes and began to take what the
pitchers gave him, and that philosophy has not only helped his
offensive numbers, but has also
made him a better player.
"Dustin has really matured,
and that is the biggest thing,"
Coach Jay Bergman said.
"That's a freshman's dream to
come in and do things like that.
But in some ways, that can also
be a nightmare because freshmen don't realize that you can't
do that every time out. Although
he had a good freshman year, I
thought that delayed some of his
maturity. Part of the maturity of
a baseball player is accepting
failure."
Brisson has learned to accept
failure, and has reaped the benefits from that mindset. He is currently on a 14-game hitting
streak in which he is 23-for-49
since the February 6 game
against Nicholls State. He has
four home runs and six doubles
along with 14 runs scored and
14 RBis during that stretch. The
streak has propelled him to the
team lead in batting average
(.414), while also tying him for
first in homers (five) and is second with 16 RBis.
In addition, with 10 players
drafted from last year's team, the
junior from Wellington has been
looked upon heavily to lead a
very young UCF squad.

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

First baseman Dustin Brisson has improved both offensively and defensively.
"You always look to all
returning players for leadership,
and leadership comes in a lot of
different ways," Bergman said.
"From Dustin, we felt like it had
to come from his play. He's not a
real verbal type of guy, so his
leadership role is evolving as his
play improves."
His play has drastically
improved from his first two sea-

sons in which he hit .298 as a
freshman and .308 as a sophomore.
"He had a rather disappointing sophomore year, although
his numbers remained the same,"
Bergman said. "His average was
over .300, but I still felt that his
power numbers were down. I
think a lot of that was emotional
maturity. He's at a point now

where he should be putting up
big numbers, and I think he has."
There is one goal that Brisson
wanted to meet for this season.
He wants to return to the NCAA
Tournament after last year's
heart-breaking season-ending
loss in the TAAC Tournament
against Troy State.
"Even though we were two
(losses) and out (of the tournament) my freshman year, that
was one of the best experiences,"
Brisson said. "I would really like
to get another chance before I
leave here. Last year, we were
probably one win away from
going there, and it was a tough
break. This team has grown so
much in the first month, and I
think we have a real legitimate
shot of going to a regional this
year."
Brisson has worked long and
hard in the weight room and in
practice to better his game. He is
on pace this year to break all of
his personal single-season
records, and he attributes that lo
his mentality for this year.
"I think that I've matured a
lot since my freshman year,"
Brisson said. "That's the biggest
stride that I've taken. I've
always had the ability, but the
mental approach was not there
the first couple years. This year,
the mental approach is there."
And so are the results.
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7:00 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning
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7:00 pm: Orlando Solar Bears @Utah Grizzlies (LIVE)
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7:00 pm: Philadelphia 76'ers
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UCF's defense now
its biggest strength
FROM PAGE

24

is an introduction to offense, defense and special teams."
Robinson was 17 of 33 for 161 yards and one TD in last
Saturday's scrimmage. The position figures to be up for grabs for
a long time, as no one seems to be separating himself from the
pack.
"There's no starter," Kruczek said. "I'm rotating them. I don't
know who it's going to be. One day it's one guy, the next day it's
the next guy. They all get the same amount of reps with the same
people. It's the only way I can make a judgment until someone
steps up and takes charge. That hasn't happened. We'll have to
wait and see."
The offensive struggles have been intensified by the play of
the defense, who at times has looked dominant. Fans who make
the trip to the Citrus Bowl this Saturday will be in for a pleasant
surprise when they see the play of Gene Chizik's defense.
Throughout the spring, it has given the offense all it can handle.
"Chiz is throwing the dadgum kitchen sink at them with twists
and stunts and blitzes," Kruczek said. "It's good for (the offense).
They're going to make the offense look bad but that's the way it
goes. They'll better themselves because of it.
"I'm not going to tell Gene not to do something. If he has a
plan to put something in, he has to stay with it. We just have to
make sure we pick it up and do the things we need to do. You're
going to have to make adjustments in games when people give you
something you're not expecting, so it's good for (the offense) to
see that stuff."
Fans can get an early glimpse at the Golden Knights on
Saturday, starting at 1 p.m. A defensive-minded Golden Knight
squad? This should be a sight to see.
Injuries: Starting linebackers Deaubrey Devine and Tito
Rodriguez are likely out for the remainder of spring. Rodriguez
damaged knee cartilage and was scheduled to have arthroscopic
s~rgery on Tuesday. Devine suffered a knee sprain at Wednesday's
practice and is undergoing therapy. Neither player is expected to
be doubtful for the start of fall practice... CB Davin Bush left
Saturday's scrimmage early and had his midsection wrapped tightly. DE Mike Hulsman (hamstring) participated as did guard
Freddie Moore (~ee), but CB Albert Snyder (hyperextended
knee) sat it out. Starting offensive guard Ahmed El-Hawary recovered from a sprained ankle but he twisted the other one. He did not
dress out for Friday's practice.
Kruczek said he isn't concerned with any of the injuries.
"There's nothing very serious right now," Kruczek said. "They're
things that will heal. That's the reason we're having spring early.
If you have it late, you may not have time enough to heal fast
enough prior to the season."

Knights named.16th seed
FROMPAGE24

16-3 conference record by season's end, including aregular season
and TAAC Tournament title. UCF's early growing pains were tough
to watch, but the Knights reached their goals en route to their bestever TAAC record.
"We wanted a 20-game winning season, we wanted to be first in
the conference and win the conference tournament, and that's what
we did," McClendon said. ''That was the beginning [against MSA]
and you have to grow as a team and we're happy and we did good."
Davis, the only player to start against Tech in 1996, will be
counted on to help the Knights have a better showing than they did
three years ago. Davis scored two points while adding two assists
and eight rebounds in the 1996 game, but has matured as a player
since then .
She won the TAAC Player of the Year award this season and
was named TAAC Tournament MVP on Sunday. Davis is averaging
18.7 points, 5.3 assists, 6.0 rebounds and 2.5 steals a game, all of
which lead the team.
But, it is Davis' memory of the 1996 game that should fuel the
point guard more than her statistics .
"I don't have great memories of that game," said Davis. "We got
crushed that game, it wasn't good. I wasn't very fond of it. We're
going back again. I guess it's a second chance to get a shot at them.
We're just going to try and take advantage of it."
An upset of the Lady Techsters by UCF would advance it to the
second round to play the winner of the Virginia/Penn State game.
While UCF's opening round game will not be televised, the second
round game will be televised on ESPN2 at 6:07 on March 14.
If UCF can pull off the unthinkable, it may give Bria another
reason to stay tuned.
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UCF gets rematch against Louisiana Tech
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Chariya Davis took home TAAC MVP honors of both
the regular season and the conference tournament.

Coach Lynn Bria turned up the volume on her TV so loudly on Sunday
night, you could barely hear yourself
think. But, then again, Bria had good
reason to blast the news she was about to
hear.
Bria, the coach of UCF's women's
basketball team, had just finished guiding the Knights to a 20-9 season and
their first TAAC Championship in three
UCF,
which
defeated
seasons.
Jacksonville State 80-59 last Saturday to
win the conference title, would be learning its fate for the NCAA Tournament,
which begins on Friday.
In a gathering of her players and
local media, the ESPN-televised tournament selection special announced Bria's
fate first. The Knights will play

Louisiana Tech on Friday in Ruston, La.,
on the Lady Techsters homecourt, the
Thomas Assembly Center.
"It's nice to be a part of the tournament," Bria said. "They have a great
atmosphere there. It's going to be an
atmosphere we have never played in
before, but we're excited to go. I know
they're a good team, they don't lose too
many at home and they were in the Final
Four last year."
Louisiana Tech (26-2) hasn't done
much Losing this year at all. The Lady
TeclIBters are the third ranked team and
has one of the best women's college basketball programs in the nation. They
have won national titles in 1981, 1982
and 1988 and boast the all-time best
winning percentage in NCAA basketball
(.879, 614-119 overall) for both men and
women.
Meanwhile, UCF has made only one

trip to the Big Dance, a 98-41 loss to
La.Tech in 1996. Only three UCF
seniors,
Chari ya
Davis,
Chat
McClendon and Kate Fetzek, have ever
played during March Madness before.
Regardless of their inexperience, the
Knights have. come a long way to reach
the NCAA Tournament this season.
First came an exhibition loss to a
group of former college players known
as the Mississippi All-Stars. Then, came
a 1-3 start, including a near-upset of
Southeastern Conference competitor
South Carolina. The Knights evened out
to a 3-3 record before backup center
Kristy White and freshman point guard
Rhonda Ooten quit the team in a six day
span.
UCF raced to a 5-1 start once it
entered TAAC play and ended up with a

KNIGHTS, Page 23

Pairings unveil a
Spring game comes around with
return trip to Ruston
quarterbac~

JEFF CASE

situation up in air

STAFF WRITER

TONY MEJIA

Chariya Davis talked about a rat, Chat McClendon
wanted to go somewhere else and Kate Fetzek simply
sat down and watched TV. This wasn't a meeting of
the Rainman fan club, but instead a sampling of .the
discussion by UCF's senior women basketball players
last Sunday.
UCF, which earned an automatic berth to the
NCAA Tournament by defeating Jacksonville State 8059 to earn ·
the TAAC
title, had
plenty of
reason to talk. The Knights, who are seeded 16th in the
West Regional, will make their second Big Dance
appearance in school history on Friday against No. 1
seed Louisiana Tech.
While UCF hasn't played in the postseason since
1996, it's been a longer emotional journey since the
Knights' 98-41 tourney loss to Louisiana Tech that
year. Former coach Jerry Richardson, who guided UCF
to its first TAAC title and NCAA appearance, died in a
c'ar accident a few months after the tournament loss.
A loss of that caliber could have sent most progams
into a tailspin for several seasons.
Enter women's basketball coach Lynn Bria.
Bria took over for Richardson on an interim basis
and has righted the Knights ship in three seasons. The
Knights struggled to a 13-15 record her first season as
players dealt with the emotions of losing Richardson·.
Two seasons later, Bria is the second winningest coach
in UCF history, compiling a 47-35 record and has the

BRIA, Page 18

SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday's Black and Gold
game, the annual end to the spring
football season, will have added
intrigue this year, as seniors Chris
Ryan and Kelvin Robinson, and redshi1t freshman Brad Banks compete
for a starting job they'll have to
defend against incoming transfer Vic
Penn, who arrives this summer.
Ryan, who entered the spring as
the third-string quarterback, has been
elevated to number one. Kruczek
said Kelvin Robinson is No. 2 and
Brad Banks, who did not practice last
Saturday for the second consecutive
day because of a sore arm, is No. 3.
Ryan completed 23 of 44 passes for
328 yards and two TDs. He was
intercepted twice. Ryan's two TDs
were 70-yarders, one on a deep route
to Kenny Clark and the other a
screen to Charles Lee, who turned it
upfield and outran everybody. Ryan
lacks the mobility of the other quarterbacks, but has shown he can take
a hit.
"He gets knocked down quite a
bit," Kruczek said. "He's a tough kid.
He does not move the way you
would like obviously. He doesn't
have the athleticism you want back
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UCF receiver Kenny Clark will be a main target of UCF's starting quarterback this year
- whoever it may be.
there to make things happen when it
breaks down."
Still, the development of the
quarterbacks is coming along, giving
Kruczek hope that the situation will
be resolved by fall.

"We're limited, but we'll be fine
when we open up the season,"
Kruczek said. "We're not getting
ready for anybody right now. Spring
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Tripped up in Troy Tennis teams triumph

From the diamond

Morch madness

UCF's baseball team

Men's and women's tennis

Look for updates on UCF

Get updates from the

dropped two of three

teams sweep last week's

baseball games and

NCAA women's

against Troy State.
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news.

basketball tournament.
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